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ABSTRACT 

The project is focused on developing a prototype Portable ECG Processing System to aid in 

the detection of heart disease. Also this device will be used by Charles Darwin University in a 

research to evaluate the effect of heat stress on ECG signals. One of the requirements of this 

project is to develop an ECG processing and recording system that has a very high cut-off 

frequency of about 5 KHz for observing the effect of thermal stress on ECG signals at higher 

frequencies. 

The frontal plane of the ECG Processing System consists of three basic leads. These leads are 

the result of the various combinations of pairs of electrodes located on the right arm (RA), the 

left arm (LA) and the left leg (LL) of the patient. The resulting leads are: lead I, LA to RA; 

lead II, LL to RA; and lead III, LL to LA. Very often an electrode is also placed on the right 

leg (RL) and grounded or connected to a Driven-Right-Leg circuit. 

Keywords: Electrocardiogram, Portable, Heat Stress, High Frequency Spectrum 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Thesis Introduction 

Cardiovascular disease (CVD) is the biggest health problem in Australia, causing one 

Australian to die every ten minutes. In 1998, 40% of all deaths in Australia and 8% of 

hospi tali sati ons were the result of CVD. It is also the biggest cause of disability in Australians 

with $3.9 billion spent on recurrent health costs in 1994 alone. The American Heart 

Association claims that cardiovascular disease is the cause of an average of one death every 

33 seconds. With these statistics, there is an obvious need for diagnostic devices in the 

prevention and detection of heart diseases. 

Electrocardiography has been in clinical use for the diagnosis and monitoring of heart 

abnormalities for close to a century. It remains the best and least invasive method for the task 

it performs. ECG measurement systems have followed trends in technological advancement 

becoming more reliable, able to perform a wider range of functions and simpler to use as time 

has progressed. The purpose of this thesis is to develop a portable ECG processing system. 

1.3 Aims Of The Project 

The aim of the thesis is to design a portable ECG device to aid in the detection of heart 

disease. Also this device will be used by Charles Darwin University in a research to evaluate 

the effect of heat stress on ECG signals. One of the requirements of this project is to develop 

an ECG processing and recording system that has a very high cut-off frequency of about 5 

KHz for observing the effect of thermal stress on ECG signals at higher frequencies. 

1.2 Scope Of The Thesis 

The scope of this project is to devise necessary hardware for the processing of 

electrocardiogram. The hardware for the electrocardiogram is developed first by designing the 

circuit using Altium 2004 and then by building the real device on a printed circuit board. Then 

the ECG signals are observed on a personal computer by using data acquisition card and 

SIMULINK. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

BACKGROUND & THEORY 

2.1 The Heart 

The heart is the organ responsible for pumping blood through the circulatory system. The 

heart is made of a special kind of muscle, so that it can beat automatically without having to 

be told to do so by the brain. There are four chambers in the heart - two atria and two 

ventricles. The atria (one is called an atrium) are responsible for receiving blood from the 

veins leading to the heart. When they contract, they pump blood into the ventricles. However, 

the atria do not really have to work that hard. Most of the blood in the atria will flow into the 

ventricles even if the atria fail to contract. It is the ventricles that are the real workhorses; for 

they must force the blood away from the heart with sufficient power to push the blood all the 

way back to the heart. The muscle in the walls of the ventricles is much thicker than the atria. 

The walls of the heart are really several spirally wrapped muscle layers. This spiral 

arrangement results in the blood being expelled from the ventricles during contraction. 

Between the atria and the ventricles are valves, overlapping layers of tissue that allow blood 

to flow only in one direction. Valves are also present between the ventricles and the vessels 

leading from it. The left side of the heart drives oxygen rich blood out of the aortic semilunar 

outlet valve into circulation where it is delivered to all parts of the body. Blood returns to the 

right side of the heart low in oxygen and high in carbon-dioxide and is then pumped through 

the pulmonary semilunar pulmonic valve to the lungs to have its oxygen supply replenished 

before returning to the left side of the heart to begin the cycle again. 
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Figure 2.1 - The basic cardiopulmonary system [1/ 

For a typical adult the heart beats at about 70-90 times a minute. If a typical individual lives 

for about 75 years, his or her heart will have cycled more than 3.1536 billion times, pumping 

a total of 0.2107 billion liters of blood. 

[2] 

2.2 The EGG Waveform 

An electrocardiogram is a measurement of the electrical activity of the heart (cardiac) muscle 

as obtained from the surface of the skin. A result of the action potentials responsible for the 

mechanical events within the heart is a certain sequence of electrical events. In the resting 

state, cardiac muscle cells are 'polarized', with the inside of cell negatively charged with 

respect to its surroundings. The charge is created by different concentrations of ions such as 

potassium and sodium on either side of the cell membrane. In response to certain stimuli, 

movement of these ions occurs, particularly a rapid inward movement of sodium. In this 

process, known as 'depolarization', rapid loss of internal negative potential results in an 

electrical signal. The mechanism of cell depolarization and repolarization is used by used by 

nerve cells to carry impulses and by muscle cells for triggering mechanical contractions. 
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Fijture 2.2 - Locations of the nodes and bundles of the conduction system [31 

There are certain cells in the heart capable of spontaneous depolarization. These cells are 

important in the generation of heart rhythm. Cells in the sinoatrial (SA) node depolarize most 

rapidly and set the heart rate. The impulse is transmitted from the SA node to the atria. 

Depolarization of the atria causes them to contract and pump blood into the ventricles, before 

repolarizing. The electrical signal then passes into the atrioventricular (AV) node through the 

purkinje fibers causing the ventricles to contract and pump blood into the pulmonary and 

systematic circulation. The ventricle muscles then repolarize and the whole process repeats 

when the pacemaker cells in the SA node depolarize again. Figure 2.3 shows a typical ECG 

signal. P-wave is due to depolarization of the atria, QRS is due to depolarization of the 

ventricles and the T-wave is due to repolarization of the ventricles. 

Fijure 2.3 - Typical lead II waveform 
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2.3 History of the Electrocardiogram 

The electrical activity accompanying a heartbeat was first discovered by Kolliker and Mueller 

in 1856. After placing a nerve over a beating frog's heart, they noticed that the muscle 

associated with the nerve twitched once and sometimes twice. Stimulation of the nerve was 

obviously caused by depolarization and repolarization of the ventricles. At that time there 

were no galvanometers.. (an instrument for measuring electric currents) that could respond quick 

enough to measure the signal, so Donders (1872) recorded the twitches of the muscle to 

provide a graphic representation of the electrocardiographic signal. 

In 1876, Marey made use of a capillary electrometer to describe a crude electrocardiogram of 

a tortoise using electrodes placed on the tortoise's exposed heart. The news of this led many 

investigators to create their own instruments and the ECG of mammals including humans was 

taken and different types of electrodes and their positioning was investigated. One such 

investigator was Waller, who recorded the ECG of a patient called Jimmy. Waller later 

revealed the identity of Jimmy to be his pet bulldog. Jimmy's ECG was recorded by having a 

forepaw and hind paw in glass containers containing saline and metal electrodes as shown in 

Figure 2.4. [2] 

Figure 2.4 - Jimmy the buildoM 121 

The fidelity of ECG obtained using a capillary electrometer was poor and Einthoven (1903) 

wanted to create a better system using Ader's string telegraphic galvanometer. Einthoven's 

system proved to be a great success and soon string galvanometer based ECG systems were in 

clinical practice worldwide. Einthoven also came up with his theory regarding the Einthoven 

triangle and the lead positions. Figure 2.5 shows Einthoven's string galvanometer and a 

patient having his ECG recorded. 
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Fijure 2.5 -William Einthoven 's EGG system 121 

Since the early 1900s advances have come through the use of a greater number of leads such 

as in the augmented lead system or through body surface mapping (>64 recording sites used). 

As technology has advanced, so has the measuring system, making use of vacuum tubes, 

transistors, integrated chips and microprocessor technology as time has passed. The use of the 

electrocardiogram has also spread out from the hospital with ambulatory ECG, home 

electrocardiography and electrocardiograph telemetry systems in wide use. 
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2.4 Standard ECG Measurement 

The electrical impulses within the heart act as a source of voltage, which generates a current 

flow in the torso and corresponding potentials on the skin. The potential distribution can be 
modeled as if the heart were a time-varying electric dipole. The dipole is located 

approximately as shown in Figure 2.6 by the vector M. 

Figure 2.6— Vector model of heart and electrode interaction [41 

If two leads are connected between two points on the body (forming a vector between them), 

electrical voltage observed between the two electrodes is given by the dot product of the two 
vectors. Thus, to get a complete picture of the cardiac vector, multiple reference lead points 

and simultaneous measurements are required. An accurate indication of the frontal projection 
of the cardiac vector can be provided by three electrodes, one connected at each of the three 
vertices of the Einthoven triangle. The 60-degree projection concept allows the connection 
points of the three electrodes to be the limbs (Figure 2.6). 

Modern standard ECG measurement makes use of further electrode connection points. The 
12-lead ECG is made up of the three bipolar limb leads; the three augmented referenced limb 
leads and the six Wilson terminal referenced chest leads. The augmented lead system provides 
another look at the cardiac vector projected onto the frontal plane but rotated 30 degrees from 
that of the Einthoven triangle configuration. The connection of six electrodes put onto specific 
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positions on the chest and the use of an indifferent electrode formed by summing the three 

limb leads allows for observation of the cardiac vector on the transverse plane. 
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Fijure 2.7— Lead positioninji [2/ 

Other subsets of the 12-lead ECG are used in situations, which don't require as much data 

recording such as ambulatory ECG (usually 2 leads), intensive care at the bedside (usually 1 

or 2 leads) or in telemetry systems (usually 1 lead). 

The modern ECG machine has an analogue front-end leading to a 12- to 16 bit analog-to-

digital (A/D) converter, a computational microprocessor, and dedicated input-output (110) 

processors. 
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2.5 ECG Parameters 

The hardware of an ECG monitor, in its most simple form, is a biopotential amplifier. The 

maximum voltage that can be acquired at the skin electrodes is 0.5 to 4 mV. In order to 

perform any analysis on this data, the signal will need to be amplified, before any signal 

analysis is performed. 

Parameter sensor location Voltage range Frequency range (Hz) 

ELcctr>rdgrj'hy ECG) 0J-4 in V 001-2 50 
Skin ku fflLkc 

Etccrronnccphn[ocraphy tEEG 5-200 uV DC-I cci 
Scalp clecirodcs  

Icrrogusrrgriphy Ecc;) 
Skin-su racc ek,ctrods 10-1 0(11) tv DC-i 
510 h—MIrFc cltctrods OS-SO mV Dc-i 

UectrornyogrpEy EMG) 01-5 mV DC-lO,000 
Net?dk electrodes, 

LJcctroocuk)gtaphy (EOC) 50-3500 uV D-50 
CQniit L4C.1UU% 

UtLtr4tLogapny tR(d 0-900 tV DC-SO 

Contact lcctrode 
Ntne put rFLthik 0.01-3 mV DC-10,000 

S i rhct; or needk electrodes 

Fijiure 2.8 - Voltage and frequency ranges for some important parameters 

that are measured in the human body [51 

2.6 Holter Monitors 

A Holter monitor is a small portable ECG device named after its inventor, the American 

biophysicist Norman Holter. The device records the electrical activity of the heart, typically 

over a 24-hour period, while the patient keeps a diary recording their activities and any 

symptoms felt. The ECG recording is then analyzed, and irregular heart activity is correlated 

with the patient's record of their activities and symptoms. The Holter monitor is useful for 

identifying disturbances which are sporadic and which are not readily identified with the usual 

resting electrocardiogram test. In some instances, the patient may manually activate an 

"event" if they are experiencing symptoms such as palpitations, chest pain, or irregular 

rhythms are noticed. 
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2.7 Electrical Safety 

For electricity to have an effect on the body, two conditions must be satisfied: an electrical 

potential difference must be present; and the individual must form part of the electrical circuit, 

permitting current to flow in a loop through the body. Assuming these conditions are met, the 

actual effect of the electrical current passing through the body is dependant upon the 

magnitude of the current and the pathway the current takes through the body. 

From Ohm's Law (V = IR), it is evident that the magnitude of current flowing in a circuit 

depends on both the voltage between the connections and the electrical resistance of the 

various pathways through the body. Most tissue in the body contains a high percentage of 

water hence it is usually considered to be a fairly good conductor of electricity. The body's 

surface resistance also affects the amount of current that flows through the body, with 

contacts being made directly onto moist skin having little surface resistance and passing a 

considerable amount of current directly into the body. The danger in one's exposure to 

various electrical devices is not the voltage but the magnitude and pathways of electrical 

current that flows through body tissue and major organs. In addition, for electrically sensitive 

organs such as the heart, physiological effects are also dependent on the frequency and 

waveform of the current. 

As previously mentioned, the physiological effect of current depends on the path of current 

through the body. Due to the distribution of current flow being determined by the resistance 

of local tissue, the electrical current tends to spread out. This leads to a number of alternate 

pathways for current flow through the body. It is possible for an individual to come into 

contact with a relatively large voltage source and experience only a minor electrical shock, 

whilst at the same time, application of a relatively low voltage directly to the heart (e.g., 

during surgery or via the invasive components of certain diagnostic and therapeutic 

equipment) can produce ventricular fibrillation, a life threatening arrhythmia. 

Whenever electrical current passes through a resistive element, some of the electrical energy 

is dissipated in the form of heat. If the temperature is high enough to affect the biological 

tissue, damage, in the form of a burn, will result. This phenomenon is almost certain to occur 

when the current intensity is high, and the pathway is limited to a relatively small area. When 

a medical device (e.g., electrocardiogram or blood pressure monitor) is connected directly to a 

patient, there must be some sort of patient input isolation. An isolated patient connection not 
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only limits leakage current levels from the patient contact points to very low levels but also 

reduces the amount of current that can flow into the patient connection from another 

(defective) device. It is recommended that equipment with isolated patient leads be used 

whenever the device is to be in contact with the heart or with a fluid-filled catheter located 

within the heart of great vessels. [51 

In the event of an electrical fault, the ECG hardware could see a very high voltage, and hence 

a high dose of current, being passed into the patient. A situation like this must be avoided at 

all costs, and so it is imperative that all signal lines to the patient are electrically isolated, and 

that any circuitry connected to these isolated lines be powered by an isolated voltage source. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

DESIGN TECHNICAL BACKGROUND 

3.1 ECG Sensor Requirements 

The front end of an ECG sensor must be able to deal with the extremely weak nature of the 

signal it is measuring. Even the strongest ECG signal has a magnitude of less than 10mV, and 

furthermore the ECG signals have very low drive (very high output impedance). The 

requirements for a typical ECG sensor are as follows: 

- Capability to sense low amplitude signals in the range of 0.05 —10 mV 

- Very high input impedance, > 5 mega-ohms 

- Very low input leakage current, < 1 micro-amp 

- Flat frequency response of 0.05 - 100 Hz 

- High Common Mode Rejection Ratio 

[6] 

3.2 Electrodes 

Electrodes are used for sensing bioelectric potentials as caused by muscle and nerve cells. 

ECG electrodes are generally of the direct-contact type. They work as transducers converting 

ionic flow from the body through an electrolyte into electron current and consequentially an 

electric potential able to be measured by the front end of the ECG system. These transducers, 

known as bare-metal or recessed electrodes, generally consist of a metal such as silver or 

stainless steel, with a jelly electrolyte that contains chloride and other ions (Figure 3.1). 

1tti rtd Ag 
Iy r AL 

cKrS 

Figure 3.1 - Recessed electrode structure 161 
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On the skin side of the electrode interface, conduction is from the drift of ions as the ECG 

waveform spreads throughout the body. On the metal side of the electrode, conduction results 

from metal ions dissolving or solidifying to maintain a chemical equilibrium using this or a 

similar chemical reaction: 

Ag Ag + e 

The result is a voltage drop across the electrode-electrolyte interface that varies depending on 

the electrical activity on the skin. The voltage between two electrodes is then the difference in 

the two half-cell potentials. 

amplifier 

epoxy 

ZN lead wire 

, stainless steel disk 
skin 

Fij'ure 3.2 - Dry electrode structure [21 

Plain metal electrodes like stainless steel disks can be applied without a paste. The theory of 

operation is the same but the resistivity of the skin-electrode interface is much greater. They 

are useable when proper electrostatic shielding against interference is applied and the 

electrode is connected to an amplifier with very high input impedance, but the voltage 

measured will be considerably less than that obtained with an electrode utilizing an 

electrolyte. 
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3.3 Noise Sources 

Noise Source 
(Noise Clicisit) 

jIUl itf!flI 
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Fijure 3.3 - Typical noise sources and couplinjZ mechanisms [7/ 

There are four principal noise "pick up" or coupling mechanisms for noise - conductive, 

capacitive, inductive, and radiative. Conductive coupling results from sharing currents from 

different circuits in a common impedance. Capacitive coupling results from time-varying 

electric fields in the vicinity of the signal path. Inductive or magnetically coupled noise results 

from time-varying magnetic fields in the area enclosed by the signal circuit. If the 

electromagnetic field source is far from the signal circuit, the electric and magnetic field 

coupling are considered combined electromagnetic or radiative coupling. 

- 

:1 

--; 
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.- 
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Fij'ure 3.4— Capacitive and inductive couplinj of noise to sijnal circuit [71 
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Noise can come from many low-level sources. One is thermal noise or white noise. This 

natural phenomenon arises from random electron motion. Another low-level source is 

crosstalk. Crosstalk is caused by adjacent channel wiring. 

3.3.1 AC Mains Interference 

5() H MALNS INTERFERENCE 
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Figure 3.5 -50Hz Mains Interference [61 

Power lines and electrical equipment at 240V AC generate ambient electromagnetic fields at a 

frequency of 50 Hz and its corresponding harmonics. By Faraday's law, if a closed loop is 

placed in a time-varying magnetic field, a current is induced in the loop. When acquiring an 

ECG, a differential signal, generated by the patient's heart, appears between the electrodes 

placed on the patient's limbs. This signal is that required by the cardiologist. However, a large 

50 Hz (or 60 Hz [US]) common-mode signal is typically present between each electrode and 

the local power-system ground. This is due to very small capacitances between the patient's 

body and the power line, causing the patient to be connected to the voltage line. Similar small 

capacitances connect the patient to ground. A differential signal of approximately 4mV should 

be present at the input of the ECG amplifier; however, it will be masked by a much larger 50 

Hz common mode signal. Ideally the ECG amplifier should only be receptive to the 

differential signal. 

The 50 Hz mains power-line frequency and its components are the most common source of 

interference in a biomedical signal. AC interference is coupled into the system from power-

lines and devices using AC power such as fluorescent lamps. The coupling mechanism can be 

either capacitive or magnetic, but the capacitive mechanism is the more prevalent. The 
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capacitance effectively coupling a patient to the mains power supply is about 0.2pF. 

Capacitive coupling to ground also exists measuring about 2pF. The 50Hz noise is common to 

all points on the patient, but the 50Hz noise is additive to the ECG signal (Figure 3.5). 

3.3.2 Biological Noise Sources 

A slow changing voltage (up to ±300mV) appears whenever an electrode comes in contact 

with the skin. This potential known as baseline wander can be made worse by electrodes that 

are connected poorly. Also the voltage can change due to the perspiration and the respiration 

of the patient. 

Muscle utilization generates noise that interferes with the ECG signal. This is especially true 

when measurements are taken from the extremities of the body. Furthermore any movement 

of the patient affects the connection between the electrode and the patient thereby changing 

the electrical properties of the interface and inducing undesirable artifacts in the measured 

signal. 

Thus, the best ECG signal is obtained when the patient is relaxed and still. Skin preparation to 

remove any poorly conductive dead skin and effective electrode attachment are important in 

obtaining a good quality signal. 

3.4 Signal Filtering 

Removal of the undesirable noise requires filtering. Noise can be filtered through the use of 

analogue circuitry or digital signal processing. The weak nature of the ECG signal and the 

noise affecting it requires that a range of filters are implemented. Topologies and properties of 

filter circuits are detailed in this section as well as some software filtering methods. 

A filter is a device that passes electric signals at certain frequencies or frequency ranges while 

preventing the passage of others. Filters are often used in electronic systems to emphasize 

signals in certain frequency ranges and reject signals in other frequency ranges. Bandpass, 

notch, low-pass, high-pass and all-pass are the five basic filter types. 

[8] 
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3.4.1 Analogue Filters 

The three approaches to implementing filters using circuitry are Active, Passive and 

Switched-Capacitor. The order of a filter is usually equal to the total number of capacitors and 

inductors in the circuit and represents the severity with which signals outside of the filter's 

pass-band will be attenuated. 

A higher order filter is desirable due to its greater ability to discriminate between signals at 

different frequencies, but does require an increased number of components and consequently 

an increase in cost and size. 

3.4.1.1 Passive Filters 
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Fij'ure 3.6— Examples of Passive filters [81 

Passive filters are those filters made up solely of passive components such as resistors, 

capacitors and inductors. These filters make no use of amplifying circuitry such as transistors 

or op-amps and as such are not constrained by the bandwidth limitation of these devices. The 

other major advantages are the fact that they require no power supply and the fact that they 

generate less noise than circuits containing active components. Disadvantages relate to the 

non-ideal nature of their input and output impedances and the limitations in finding suitable 

inductors. In the lower frequency range (1 Hz to 1 MHz), the inductor value becomes very 

large and the inductor itself gets quite bulky, making economical production difficult. 

3.4.1.2 Active Filters 

Active filters are circuits that make use of amplifying units, especially operational amplifiers 

(op amps), as the active device in combination with some resistors and capacitors to provide 
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an LRC-like filter performance at low frequencies. Active filters have high input impedances, 

low output impedances and are able to provide gain. They don't require inductors and as such 

are not hampered by the high tolerance and gain spacing of these devices. Through the use of 

low-tolerance capacitors and resistors good accuracy can be obtained. Disadvantages include 

the limited bandwidth of the amplifying units and noise produced by these units. 

v v p  

2' ord r Pas & vp F&tr 1" OrdarActve Ftr 

Fi ji ure  3.7 -Comparison of 2nd order passive and active filters 181 

3.4.1.3 Switched Capacitor Filters 

Switched capacitor filters are filters that make use of an external clock to very accurately set 

their cut-off frequencies. They are based on the ability of capacitors and MOS switches on the 

chip to mimic resistors, which can then be closely matched to other devices on the chip in 

order to make accurate integrated filters. Changing the rate of the supplied clock alters the 

value of the integrator resistors, thereby causing the centre frequency of the filter to shift. 

The fundamental difference to active filters is the fact that switched capacitor filters operate 

on a discrete rather than continuous time basis. The major advantage this type of filter 

provides is its very accurate frequency cut-off. Its major disadvantage is caused by the extra 

noise it produces both randomly and as a result of clock feed-through as compared to active 

filters. 

3.4.2 Digital Filters 

A digital filter is a discrete-time system that performs some transformation on a digital input 

signal generating a different output sequence. The behavior of a filter is normally described in 

terms of input-output relationships and is classified based on its impulse response. When an 

impulse sequence d(n) is input into the filter, the output response is h(n) and can be used to 
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determine the response to more complicated input sequences. If h(n) is composed of a finite 

number of nonzero terms, it is known as a finite impulse response (FIR) filter. If h(n) 

oscillates up to infinity with nonzero values, it is an infinite response (IIR) filter. 

Filtering is a result of the transform function. The number of coefficients in the transform 

function controls the frequency response of the filter. Several design techniques exist, some 

requiring heavy computational tasks. They include window technique, frequency-sampling 

method, or equiripple design for FIR filters. hR filters generally employ Butterworth, 

Chebychev, elliptical design, impulse-invariant or bilinear transformations. 

3.4.3 Signal Averaging 

When the frequency component of a signal and noise overlap and the noise is large enough to 

corrupt the signal, traditional filtering methods will cancel or seriously distort the signal as 

well as the noise. In these cases an increase in the SNR may be achieved on the basis of 

different statistical properties of signal and noise. When part of the signal repeats identically 

for each iteration, the technique can be implemented. Temporal epochs together with the 

superimposed noise are summed together. Provided the noise has zero mean and is not 

correlated with the signal, averaging of the temporal epochs will leave only the average of the 

signal since the noise has zero mean. 

Comparison of this average compared to that of a standard signal with no noise allows the 

signal with any small variations to be reproduced. 
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3.4.4 Other Noise Reduction Techniques 

3.4.4.1 ECG Right Leg Driver 

AMP 

ii 
I Kit Iii 

rtRlvHt 

Fijure 3.8 -Ririht leji driver topolojy 161 

The right leg driver is implemented in ECG measurement systems to counter common mode 

noise in the body. The system is shown in Figure 3.8. The two signals entering the differential 

amplifier are summed, inverted and amplified in the right leg driver before being fed back to 

an electrode attached to the right leg. The other electrodes pick up this signal and hence the 

noise is cancelled. 

3.4.4.2 Twisted-Pair Wires 

Twisted-pair wiring consists of two wires twisted together continually over the length of the 

cable. The twist rate is from several turns per inch to one turn per foot. The twist rate 

determines the effective frequency of noise cancellation. The tighter the twist, the higher the 

cancellation frequency. Any noise induced into one wire will also be induced into the other 

wire. Due to the geometry of the twisting and electromagnetics, the noise signals are induced 

with equal magnitudes, but in opposite polarities. This causes a cancellation of the noise 

signals. 

3.4.4.3 Shielded Cables 

Cables longer than 6 inches become resonant antennas for radio (<450 MHz) and 

electromagnetic noise sources. The introduction of a shield or ground braid in the cable can be 
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used to isolate the cable signal leads from radio frequency interference (RFI) and 

electromagnetic interference (EMI). 

3.4.4.4 Differential Inputs 

A differential input provides the best defense against ground and noise problems in a system 

implementation. A differential input requires both of the sensors lines to be brought back to 

the data acquisition system. The signal and its remote ground are both routed back to a true 

instrumentation amplifier. 

The signal and its ground are subtracted from one another to produce the true signal level 

without any ground potential difference errors. Differential inputs also provide immunity 

against noise. If twisted-pair wiring is used, any noise which is induced should be induced 

equally into both wires. This is called common-mode noise. A differential input takes the 

difference between the two incoming signal wires. Any common-mode noise which was 

induced along the way will be subtracted out. The instrumentation amplifier is specially 

designed to provide an excellent common-mode rejection ratio (CMRR). This is a measure of 

the amplifier's ability to detect a small-level signal in the millivolt range when faced with a 

common-mode noise voltage in the tens of volts. A typical value of CMRR for an 

instrumentation amplifier is better than 70 dB. 

3.5 Compression of Biomedical Signals 

ECG systems making use of digitised signals are the most common in clinical practice today. 

The advantages these systems provide are easy storage without signal degradation for 

indefinite periods, the ability to use computers to analyse and display the signal and the 

capacity for digital transmission of data over telecommunication networks. In spite of great 

advances in VLSI technology, the amount of data generated by a digital system can be beyond 

the ability of a wireless link to transmit at the speed of data generation and any long-term 

storage can get excessively large. Since the data samples are correlated, there is a redundancy 

in most biomedical systems that can be taken advantage of through the use of data 

compression techniques. 

Data compression has successfully been used on many signals such as digital speech and 

images, and similar techniques are of relevance to ECG data. Techniques can be classified 
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into two categories, lossless and lossy coding methods. Lossless methods mean the signal can 

be perfectly reconstructed, while the lossy methods achieve greater compression ratios but 

some loss of signal fidelity is a consequence. Compression ratios depend on the conditions the 

signal is being recorded under such as: 

- Sampling Frequency 

- Bandwidth 

- Sample precision 

- Noise level 

Lossless compression ratios (The ratio of the total number of bits used to store the data before 

and after compression) are normally about 2 to 1 while lossy compression ratios are in the 

order of 10 to 1. Biomedical signals can be compressed in the time, frequency or time-

frequency domains. Time domain techniques are generally older techniques and are less 

complex in computation. Some of these techniques are reviewed here. 

3.5.1 Differential Pulse Code Modulation 

Differential pulse code modulation (DPCM) is a popular data coding technique in a range of 

fields. Current samples are estimated from past samples by a fixed or linear predictor 

equation. The error in this estimate is generally very small and can be transmitted in much 

fewer bits than the entire sample. Thus, the data can be decoded by adding the error to the 

value given by the estimation equation. A CR of 7.8 has been reported for an ECG signal 

recorded at 500 Hz with an 8-bit/sample resolution. 

3.5.2 AZTEC ECG Compression Method 

ftjti 1 

V4 
Fijure 3.9 - AZTEC compression [2] 
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This coding method converts the ECG signal into a series of slopes and plateaus. If more than 

three consecutive samples stay within a predetermined range then for that duration the signal 

is deemed to be constant and the number of samples making up the plateau is transmitted as 

well as the amplitude of the plateau. If consecutive samples do not stay within the 

predetermined range, a slope is inferred and transmitted by the number of samples within the 

slope as well as the amplitude of the final sample. Linear interpolation is used to reconstruct 

the signal. 

3.5.3 Adaptive Delta Encoding 

Delta encoding is based on the fact that the difference in amplitude between successive 

samples of a band-limited signal is nominally smaller than the amplitude of the samples 

themselves. The adaptive delta encoding method exploits the fact that significant changes in 

signal amplitude occur only in small portions of the ECG waveform meaning a smaller 

number of bits can be used to store the differences for most of the signal, and a greater 

number when required. 

3.5.4 Frequency-Domain Data Compression 

Transform Coding is the most relevant frequency-domain waveform compression method. 

The key is to divide the signal into frequency components and judiciously allocate bits in the 

frequency domain. The input signal is divided into blocks of data, which are individually 

transformed into the frequency domain. The high correlation between consecutive samples 

means good compression ratios are obtained. The JPEG and MPEG coding standards use this 

technique as their main building block. 

3.5.5 Wavelet / Subband Coding 

Wavelet and Subband coding are powerful time-frequency signal analysis tools. The basic 

building block used is a digital filter bank consisting of a lowpass and highpass filter. Filter 

outputs are down sampled and subsignals are obtained that contain the frequency domain 

information of the original signal and can be divided further to get suitable division in the 

frequency domain. The frequency domain information is thus stored much smaller than the 

original time domain representation of the data. 
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3.6 Component Selection 

Theoretically, any values of R and C that satisfy the equations may be used, but practical 

considerations call for component selection guidelines to be followed. In the case of the low-

pass filter, the ratio between the output impedance of the amplifier and the value of filter 

component R sets the transfer functions seen at frequencies well above cut-off. The larger the 

value of R, the lower the transmission of signals at high frequency. Making R too large has 

consequences in that C may become so small that the parasitic capacitors, including the input 

capacitance of the amplifier, cause errors. 

The best choice of component values depends on the particulars of the circuit and the 

tradeoffs we are willing to make. General recommendations are as follows: 

Capacitors 

• We should avoid values less than 100 pF. 

• We should use NPO if at all possible. X7R is OK in a pinch. We must avoid 

Z5U and other low quality dielectrics. In critical applications, even higher 

quality dielectrics like polyester, polycarbonate, mylar, etc., may be required. 

• We should use 1% tolerance components. 1%, 50V, NPO, SMD, ceramic caps 

in standard E12 series values are available from various sources. 

• Surface mount is preferred. 

I? pc QfrrQ 

• Values in the range of 10k to 200k are best. 

• We should use metal film with low temperature coefficients. 

• We should use 1% tolerance (or better). 

• Surface mount is preferred. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

HARDWARE DESIGN METHODOLOGY 

The frontal plane of an ECG consists of three basic leads. These leads are the result of the 

various combinations of pairs of electrodes located on the right arm (RA), the left arm (LA) 

and the left leg (LL) of the patient. The resulting leads are: lead I, LA to RA; lead II, LL to 

RA; and lead III, LL to LA. Very often an electrode is also placed on the right leg (RL) and 

grounded or connected to a Driven-Right-Leg circuit. 

Figure 4.1 - Position and orientation of the three bipolar limb leads [91 

The general instrumentation requirements for the ECG have been addressed by professional 

societies through the years. Briefly, they recommend a system bandwidth 0.05 - 150 Hz. Of 

great importance in ECG diagnosis is the low frequency response of the system because shifts 

in some of the low frequency regions, e.g., the ST segment, have critical diagnostic value. 

While the heart rate may only have a 1-Hz fundamental frequency, the phase response of 

typical analog high-pass filters is such that the system corner frequency must be much smaller 

than the 3-dB corner frequency where only the amplitude response is considered. But our 

designed system has a bandwidth of 0.058 Hz - 5 KHz. So far the higher frequencies of the 

ECG signal were assumed to be noise. However, research shows that there may be significant 

indication hidden about the cardiac health of a person in the high frequency spectrum of the 

ECG signals. The system gain depends upon the total system design. The typical ECG 

amplitude is ±2mV and if A\D conversion is used in a digital system, then enough gain to 

span the full range of the A\D converter is appropriate. 
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4.1 Electrodes and Electrode Placement 

The closer the electrodes are to the heart, the stronger the signal that will be obtained. Placing 

electrodes on the torso of a patient provides a stronger signal then on the wrists and legs. 

Fijiure 4.2 - Different types of electrodes used 

Both commercial ECG electrodes and simple metal discs were trialed during the course of the 

project. The commercial electrodes provided the strongest signal for equivalent positioning 

and had the advantage of adhesive to hold them in place. Coins and washers were used as dry 

electrodes. These provide acceptable results and the strength of the signal can be improved by 

applying an ionic solution to the skin for the metal to make contact with. 
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4.2 Instrumentation Amplifier 

The instrumentation amplifier acts as the front-end for a signal acquisition system. The Burr-

Brown INA101 was chosen for implementation in the system. It is high accuracy 

instrumentation amplifier commonly used in bioelectronics, featuring a measured CMRR of 

106dB at 6011z and input impedance in the order of 1010  Q. The gain is set by a single 

external resistor and is given by the equation: 

+ 

where RG is the external resistor setting gain. The value of RG was chosen to be 412 making 

the gain close to 100. 
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Figure 4.3 - INA101 internal circuit 1101 

4.3 High Pass Filter 

To nullify any wandering DC effects, an operational amplifier 0.05 Hz high pass filter is 

designed. Quad Low-Offset, Low-Power Operational Amplifiers (OP400s) are used for this 

purpose. The values for the resistors and capacitors are taken to be 3.3 MQ and 1iF.  Using 

these values the cut-off frequency becomes 0.048 Hz. This is a unity gain filter. 
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= 1/(2*pi*R* C) 

= 1/(2*pi*3.3 * 106 *1* 10 6) 

= 0.048 Hz. 

Please refer to the schematic diagram of the ECG processing system in 

appendix. 

4.4 Low Pass Filter 

Typical cut-off frequency for a low pass filter in ECG processing system is 482 Hz. For 

looking into the high frequency spectrum of ECG signal the cut-off frequency of the low pass 

filter can be chosen to be 5 KHz. [11] 

An RC low pass filter for the system can be designed with R = 3 MQ and C = 0.01 fLF. 

4.5 Isolation Amplifier 

The IS0121 is a precision isolation amplifier incorporating a novel duty cycle modulation-

demodulation technique. The signal is transmitted digitally across a 2pF differential 

capacitive barrier. With digital modulation the barrier characteristics do not affect signal 

integrity, which results in excellent reliability and good high frequency transient immunity 

across the barrier. Both the amplifier and barrier capacitors are housed in a hermetic DIP. This 

amplifier is easy to use. No external components are required for 60kHz bandwidth. With the 

addition of two external capacitors, precision specifications of 0.0 1% max nonlinearity and 

150mV/°C max V OS drift are guaranteed with 6kHz bandwidth. A power supply range of 

±4.5V to ±18V and low quiescent current make these amplifiers ideal for a wide range of 

applications. 
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Fij'ure 4.4— Rikht -lea driven ECG amplifier [121 

However it was not possible to use the concept of isolation, as PWS 726A, which is a DC-DC 

Converter, was not available in Australia and it could not be procured within the time 

available for this project. In fact, it is not necessary to isolate the power side of our hardware 

from the patient as in our case we used the batteries to supply power to the different ICs of the 

ECG amplifier and there is no chance of getting electric shock from those batteries. 

4.6 Defibrillator Protection 

ECG devices use neon glow lamps across the input lines, to provide defibrillator protection. 

These neon lamps are used to bypass large voltages. 

The maximum strike voltage (firing potential) of the lamps being used in the design is 95V. A 

330k resistor can be placed in series on each input line, which limits the current flow. 1206 

Resistors should be used here, as they have a maximum voltage rating of 200V, and a power 

rating of .125W, which far exceeds the ratings of smaller resistors, which are being used for 

the remainder of the circuit due to size restrictions. 
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4.7 Driven Right Leg System 

A right-leg-drive system is an alternative to the grounding of a patient in many 

electrocardiograph devices. In these circuits, an electrode is attached to the right leg and 

connected to the output of an auxiliary op amp, where the common-mode voltage is sensed by 

two averaging resistors, inverted, amplified, and returned to the right leg. 

This causes negative feedback, which drives the common-mode voltage low. The body's 

displacement current in turn flows to the op-amp output circuit, which reduces the pickup of 

the ECG amplifier, and effectively grounds the patient. The circuit also acts as an electrical 

safety device, by ungrounding a patient when the amplifier stops driving the right leg due to 

the saturation of the auxiliary op amp caused by an abnormally high voltage appearing 

between the patient and ground. This causes the large parallel resistances, Rf  and R0, to be 

between the patient and ground. Although these resistances limit the current, they do not 

protect the patient, as a large voltage would breakdown the op-amp transistors and large 

currents would flow directly to ground. 

4.8 The Last Gain Stage 

The final gain stage has a gain of 2.5. This last gain stage is designed by using the OP400s. 

Please refer to the schematic diagram of the ECG processing system in appendix. 

GNI) 

Fijrure 4.5 -The last j'ain staj'e 
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4.9 50Hz Notch Filter 

Mains power noise is the biggest problem for normal ECG measurement, and especially so in 

this system due to the unsuitability of right leg driver circuitry. 

In order to combat this, a notch filter is implemented. Numerous filter topologies were tried in 

PSPICE such as the Fliege and Sallen-Key, before it was decided that the Twin T provided 

the best result. The PSPICE simulated filter is shown in Figure, with the frequency response 

to a 1V AC signal shown. 

Fijure 4.6— Simulated notch filter 
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Fi?ure 4.7— PSPICE simulation of notch filter response 

In the design for the ECU amplifier, a hardware notch filter is not incorporated. A software 

notch filter to is used instead to get rid of the 50 Hz noise coming from the power lines. I used 

MATLAB to write the code for the notch filter. This filter filters out 50 Hz from the recorded 

signal in SIMULINK workspace. 

4.10 AID Conversion 

Instead of using the Analogue to Digital (AID) converter on the SIMULINK AID converters 

from Linear Technology (LTC1285) can be chosen for the following reasons: their typical 

supply current is low and there is an Auto Shutdown feature, which typically draws only mA. 

This is an extremely useful feature to have in a micro power device. For the majority of time, 

the A/D converter will operate in the shutdown mode, only being turned on when a 

conversion is needed. This saves a great deal of power and in a situation where power needs 

to be minimal this is essential. 

[131 

4.11 NIDAQ 

The 6024E board is high-performance multifunction analog, digital, and timing 110 board for 

PCI, PXI, PCMCIA, and Compact PCI bus computers. Supported functions include analog 

input, analog output, digital 110, and timing 110. The 6024E features 16 channels of analog 

input, two channels of analog output, a 68-pin connector and eight lines of digital 110. 
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Fij'ure 4.8 - I/O connector pin assijnment for the 6024E [131 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

HARDWARE MANUFACTURE 

5.1 Hardware Manufacture Process 

The designed ECG amplifier circuit was drawn in Altium 2004 (Protel DXP) in a .sch file. 

Please refer to figure 5.1 for the schematic. Several footprints were made for different 

components to make the footprints compatible with the available PCB milling machine in the 

School of Engineering and Logistics of Charles Darwin University. The schematic file was 

complied to detect the circuit errors and then converted into a .pcbdoc file for PCB layout. 

Please refer to figure 5.2 for the PCB layout. The PCB was chosen to have the dimension of 

10000 x 8000 mil inches where 

• Minimum track size = 15 mil inches 

• Minimum via width = 80 mil inches 

• Minimum via hole size = 33 mil inches 

• Minimum clearance = 15 mil inches 

The PCB was manually routed as a one-layer board. After the board was routed, two output 

files (a .gbr file and a .drl file) was generated in order to export to the PCB milling machine. 

The circuit was then printed on the board. The components were then soldered onto the board. 

5.2 Testing 

The continuity of the manufactured board was tested by using digital multimeter. The 

hardware was then given a sinusoidal input signal generated by a signal generator; power was 

supplied to different ICs of the ECG amplifier using a power supply. Output signals at 

different pins of different ICs were observed using the oscilloscope. After testing, it was 

found that the board does not have any continuity problem and it was generating the desired 

output signals from the adjusted input signals generated by the signal generator. 
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Fij'ure 5.2 - PCB layout 
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CHAPTER SIX 

SOFTWARE 

6.1 SIMULINK 

The MATLAB toolbox: SIMULINK was used to get the signals from the SCSI connector to 

PC using National Instruments DAQ 6024E. The signals were captured using analog input 

channels 1, 2 and 3. Differential mode of analog input was used and then the signals were 

observed on the scopes using a SIMULINK model, which is shown below: 

Analog 
10 Input 

Analog Inputi ECGI  
National Instruments ____ .iI EC31 I 

PCI-6024E [aiIto] I I 
To fIiorkpaoe1 

Analog 
Input Fq 

E C G2  Analog 1nput2 
EC)2 National lnstrumrit _________________________ 

PCI-6024E [auto] I I 
To Worlspace2 

Analog  
Input R 

TECG 3  
Analog Input3 

National Instruments 
PCl-D24E [auto] To Workspace3 

Fij'ure 6.1 - SIMULINK model for analog inputs 

6.2 MATLAB 

Using the 'to workspace' block in the SIMULINK model the amplitude values for the signal 

were exported to a variable in MATLAB. A MATLAB code for a 50 Hz notch filter was 

written and saved in an rn-file. This code was then used to filter the 50 Hz noise from the 

recorded signal. After filtering the filtered signals were then plotted again to have a better 

view of the original signal. The code for notch filter is as follows: 
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function [signa12] =FilterOutPowerFrequenc y(signal,fs); 

% [signa12] =FilterOutPowerFrequency(signal,fs) 

%filter the inteferance from the power line 

% 

%signal-to be filtered 

%fs-sample frequency 

%signa12-signal with eliminated power line interference 

% 

%EXAMPLE: signal2=Fi lterOutPowerFrequency(signal ,250) 

close all; 

%%%%%%filter the inteferance from the power line%%%%%%%% 

fd=50; %frequenci of power net 

BW=0.8; %notch bandwith 

np=length(signal); 

wO=2*pi*(fdlfs); %the notch frequenci 

omega=2*pi*(BW/fs); %the rejection bandwith of the filter 

al=2*cos(wO)/( 1+tan(omega/2)); 

a2=( 1-tan(omega/2))/( 1+tan(omegaJ2)); 

%definition of filter 

B=[(1+a2)/2 -al (1+a2)/2]; 

A=[1 -al a2]; 

freqz(B,A,512,fs) %freqz returns the complex frequency response H(ej) of a digital filter 

subplot(2, 1, 1);title(['Amplitude responce of 50 Hz Notch filter']); 

subplot(2,1,2);title(['Phase responce of 50 Hz Notch filter']); 

pause; 
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%Filtering 

signal2=filter(B,A,signal); 

%Remove transient responce 

DOTR=125; %Duration of transient responce is about is 

signal2=signal2(DOTR:np); 

signal=signal(DOTR:np); 

%%%%%%plot spectrum%%%%%%%%%%%% 

nb=2'13; 

n b2=nb/2; 

S=fft(signal,nb); %computes the discrete Fourier transform 

SF=fft(signal2,nb); %computes the discrete Fourier transform 

w=((O:nb2- 1)Inb2*(fs/2))';  

Sa=abs(S(1 :nb2)); 

SFa=abs(SF(l :nb2)); 

fftabs=[Sa SFa]; 

figure;grid on;zoom on;plot(w,Sa,'b');hold on;plot(w,SFa,'r: ',LineWidth',2); 

xlabel('Frequency (Hz)'); 

yl abel('Magnitude of Fourier Transform'); 

title('Spectrum of original(blue solid) and filtred(red dashed) signal'); 

axis([10 max(w) min(min(fftabs(10:256,:))) max(max(fftabs(1O:256,:)))]); 

grid; 

pause; 

%%%%%%plot signals%%%%%%%%%%%% 

figure; 

plot(signal,'b'); 

hold on; 

plot(5igna12,'r'); 

xlabel('Samples'); 

ylabel('Amplitude'); 

title('Noise signal(blue) and filtred(red) signal-50Hz notch filter');grid on;zoom on; 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

TESTING 

The hardware for ECG amplifier was first tested for continuity. A digital multimeter was used 

for this purpose. Then a signal generator was used to provide a very low voltage signal to all 

the inputs of the ECG processing system and the hardware was checked for continuity in all 

the ICs using an oscilloscope. The input and output pins of different ICs were checked for the 

expected signals and it was found that they were working properly. The power was provided 

to the ICs using a power supply unit which was set to + 8 V and - 8 V. 

But when the ECG amplifier was tested connecting the electrodes to human body, the output 

signals similar to the standard ECG signals were not observed, rather the output signals 

looked like noise. Actually, without the AgCl gel the input signals going into the hardware 

were all noisy as the electrodes were not in good electrical contact with the skin. The 

hardware amplified the noisy signal producing noise of even greater amplitude. 

50 Hz noise from the power supply should not be a reason for the noisy output signals. In fact, 

9V batteries were used to supply power instead of a power supply unit to get rid of the 50 Hz 

noise. 

Finally, the hardware was connected to a PC to have a look into the output signals in 

SIMULINK. But the signals observed were not similar to the standard ECG signals. Then a 

MATLAB code for the 50 Hz notch filter was written and was used to filter out the power 

frequency. But it did not improve the output signals much. 

The next stage of the project is to test the hardware on human subjects. AgCl gel is required to 

have better electrical contact between the skin and the electrodes, which in turn will produce 

better ECG output signals. 



CHAPTER EIGHT 

CONCLUSION & RECOMMENDATIONS 

7.1 CONCLUSION 

The frontal plane of my ECG Processing System consists of three basic leads. These leads are 

the result of the various combinations of pairs of electrodes located on the right arm, the left 

arm and the left leg of the patient. The resulting leads are: lead I, LA to RA; lead II, LL to 

RA; and lead III, LL to LA. An electrode is also placed on the right leg and connected to a 

driven-right-leg circuit. The first stage of my ECG amplifier consists of INA 121 

instrumentation amplifiers. The purpose of this stage is to calculate the bio-potential 

difference between any two leads of the different combinations of the first three leads. The 

first stage is also used to put some gain into the output. The gain is set by a single resistor for 

each instrumentation amplifier IC. The gain is set to be nearly 100. 

The second stage of my ECG amplifier is a high pass filter which uses the ICs OP400s. The 

high pass filter has a cut-off frequency of 0.05 Hz. The next stage of the ECG system is a low 

pass filter. The cut off frequency is set to be 5 KHz. A surface mount IC OPA121 is used as a 

right leg drive. 

To make the ECG processing system portable, an arrangement was made for using batteries 

for supplying power to the ICs. Also an arrangement of using PC to observe the ECG signals 

was made. 

The next step is to test the portable ECG processing system on people using gel. AgCl gel is 

required to have better electrical contact between the skin of the subject and the electrodes. 

Better electrical contact means better signal coming into the ECG amplifier, which in turn will 

generate nice and noise free ECG output signals. 



7.2 RECOMMENDATIONS 

There is scopes for improvement of the ECG processing system. This section seeks to detail 

some of the more important required improvements and recommends ways to go about 

implementing them. 

7.2.1 Testing The System On People Using Gel 

The ECG processing system should be tested on people using the AgCl gel. This gel will help 

the electrodes get better electrical contact with the skin of the human subject. As a result the 

electrodes would sense better raw bio-potential signals. This in turn will produce better ECG 

output signals. 

7.2.2 PC Software 

Much functionality could be added to the PC program. Functions that check the ECG 

waveform for abnormalities and alert the user are one area of potential future development. 

Other ideas such as storage of data for later analysis or heart rate measurement could be added 

to the program easily. 

7.2.3 Size 

Size, like power consumption is required to be reduced drastically to meet future goals. 

Reducing size means reducing the size and number of components used and has the added 

benefit of most likely reducing power consumption. It is recommended that as much as is 

possible, surface mount components with as few pins as possible be used. 

7.2.4 Wireless Transmission 

It may be useful to make the portable ECG processing system wireless. The wireless network 

should be able to transmit at a faster effective rate. This will become more important as more 

slave nodes are introduced to the system. 
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7.2.5 Isolation 

To provide electrical safety to the patients it is very important to isolate the power side of the 

ECG processing system from the signal side if a power supply unit connected to the 220 V 

mains is used. It can be done using Iso 120 or ISO 121 isolation amplifiers. However, it is 

not necessary if the power is supplied to the system using batteries. 

7.2.5 Defibrillator Protection 

ECG devices use neon glow lamps across the input lines, to provide defibrillator protection. 

These neon lamps are used to bypass large voltages. It would be great if such protection is 

implemented in the device. 

7.2.612 Lead ECG 

In future a 12 lead ECG processing system can be implemented using the same concept. In 

that case we will have 3 limb leads, 3 augmented limb leads and 6 precordial leads. This will 

allow us to have a better look into the condition of the patient's heart. 
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BURR - BROWN® INA101 

High Accuracy 
INSTRUMENTATION AMPLIFIER 

FEATURES 
• LOW DRIFT: 0.25p.V/°C max 
• LOW OFFSET VOLTAGE: 25j.V max 
• LOW NONLINEARITY: 0.002% 
• LOW NOISE: 13nV/E 
• HIGH CMR: 106dB AT 60Hz 
• HIGH INPUT IMPEDANCE: 10 0  
• 14-PIN PLASTIC, CERAMIC DIP, 

SOL-16, AND TO-100 PACKAGES 

DESCRIPTION 
The INA 101 is a high accuracy instrumentation ampli-
fier designed for low-level signal amplification and 
general purpose data acquisition. Three precision op 
amps and laser-trimmed metal film resistors are inte-
grated on a single monolithic integrated circuit. 

APPLICATIONS 
• STRAIN GAGES 
• THERMOCOUPLES 
• RTDs 
• REMOTE TRANSDUCERS 
• LOW-LEVEL SIGNALS 
• MEDICAL INSTRUMENTATION 

The INA101 is packaged in TO-100 metal, 14-pin 
plastic and ceramic DIP, and SOL-16 surface-mount 
packages. Commercial, industrial and military tem-
perature range models are available. 
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SPECIFICATIONS 
ELECTRICAL 
At +25C with ±15VDC power supply and in circuit of Figure 1, unless otherwise noted. 

INA101AM, AG INAlOiSM, SG INA101CM, CG INA101HP, KU 

PARAMETER MIN TYP MAX MIN TYP MAX MIN TYP MAX MIN TYP MAX UNITS 

GAIN 
Range of Gain 1 1000 VN 
Gain Equation G = I * (40kIR0) VN 
Error from Equation, DC1" ±10.04 * 0.0001613 ±10.1 • 0.0003G ±(0.1 * ±(0.3 a 

-0.021G) -0.051G) 0.00015G) 0,0002G) 
-0.051G -0.1 RIG 

Gain Temp. Coefticient101 
G=1 2 5 pprrrfC 
G=10 20 100 10 ppmTC 
G=100 22 110 11 pprnTC 
G=1000 22 110 11 pprnTC 

Nonlinearity, DC(t) ±(0.002 10° G) ±(0.005 2 a 10-5  G) ±(0.001 ±10.002 ±(0.001 ±(0.002 % of pp FS 
u10 1 G) u10-5 G) *10-1 G) ulo-°G) 

RATED OUTPUT 
Voltage ±10 ±12.5 V 
Current ±5 ±10 mA 
Output Impedance 0.2 03 
Capacitive Load 1000 pF 

INPUT OIFSET VOLTAGE 
Initial Offset at +75'C ±125 * 200/GI ±150 * 400/GI ±10* ±125 ±11 0* ±125 * ±(125 * 1(250 * f1V 

100/G) u200/G) 100/G) 2001G1 450/GI 9001G) 
vs Temperature ±(2 201G) ±10.15 0(0.25 + ±(2 * 20/G)  pvrc 

+ 1010) 10IGI 
vs Supply ±(1 * 201G) pVN 
vs Time 

- 
±(1 a 201G)  yVimo 

INPUT BIAS CURRENT 
Initial Bias Current 

(each iurput) ±15 ±30 ±10 ±5 ±20 nA 
vs Temperature ±0.2 nAPC 
vs Supply ±0.1 nNV 

Initial Offset Current ±15 ±30 ±10 ±5 ±20 nA 
vs Temperature 

- 
±0.5 

- 
nNC 

INPUT IMPEDANCE 
DiVerential 10r0 II 3 Q II pF 
Common-mode 1010 113 Q II pF 

INPUT VOLTAGE RANGE 
Range, Lereor Response ±10 ±12 V 
CMR with lkQ Source Imbalance 

DC to 60Hz, 0 1 00 00 ' 65 05 dB 
DCt060Hz,G=10 96 106 90 95 dO 
DCto60Hz,G=100to1000 106 110 100 105 dB 

INPUT NOISE 
Input Voltage Noise 

tn = 0.0111z 1010Hz 0.0 1aV, pp 
Density, G = 1000 

)0 =10Hz 18 nVkfl 
10 =100Hn 15 nVk 
t0 =lkHz 13 nVWi 

Input Current Noise 
fo = 0.011,1z to 10Hn 50 pA, p-p 

Density 
10 =iOHz 0.0 pAf' IHT 

= 100Hz 0.46 pANTi 
to 1kHz 0.35  pWHz 

DYNAMIC RESPONSE 
Small Sigmral, ±3dB Flatness 

G=1 300 kHz 
G=10 140 kHz 
0=100 25 kHz 
0=1000 2.0 kHz 

Small Signal, ±1% Flatness 
G=i 20 kHz 
0=10 10 kHz 
0=100 1 kHz 
0=1000 200 Hz 

Full Powet, G S  ito 100 6.4 kHz 
Slew Rate, G = ito 100 0.2 0.4 Vlfvs 
Settling Time 10.1%l 

G=1 30 40  Ps 
G=100 40 55 P5 
G=1000 350 470 laS 

Settling Time (0.01%) 
G=1 30 45 Ps 
G=100 50 70  Ps 
G = 1000 500 650 

- - 
 las 

POWER SUPPLY 
Rated 006age ±15 V 
Voltage Range ±5 ±20 V 
Current, QutescentinI 16.7 ±0.5 truh 
TEMPERATURE RANGEI5) 
Specification -25 *85 -55 +125 0 *70 
Operahon -55 *125 -25 .85 
Storage -65 *100 -40 *85 

• Specifications same as for INA101AM, AG. 
NOTES: (1) Typically the toletance of R0  will be the major source ofgain error. (2) Nonlinearity is the maximum peak deviation from the best straight.Iine as a percentage otpeak.to.peak lull scale output. (3) Not including the TCR of R.  (4) Adjustable 
to zero at any one gain. (5) Ojc  output stage = 113C1W, 81c  qaiescent citcuitzy = 19C701, 0cu = 83CNit. 
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PIN CONFIGURATIONS 
Top View DIP 

TO-100 G and P Package 
M Package 

-In 
Output Common 

Gain 0  
-v ç, 

Offset  Output —Input  +Input 
Adjust 

C)—Vc 

soic Gain Sense  1 Gain Sense  2 
Offset  Common  U Package  
Adjust _______________ Gain  Set 1 Gain  Set2 

Output 1 Common Offset Ad). A2 Output 

+In —v, Offset Adj. E7 Al Output 

—Input F3 iJ +Input 

Gain Sense 1 4 13 Gain Sense 2 

Gain Setl F5  lj] Gain Set2 

Offset Ad). 6 A2 Output 

Offset Ad). Eli ii] Al Output 

NC NC 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
PRODUCT PACKAGE TEMPERATURE RANGE 

INA101AM 10-Pin Metal TO-100 —25°C to +85°C 
1NA101CM 10-Pin Metal TO-100 —25°C to +85°C 
INA101AG 14-Pin Ceramic DIP —25°C to +85°C 
INA101CG 14-Pin Ceramic DIP —25°C to +85°C 
lNA101HP 14-Pin Plastic DIP 0°C to +70°C 
INAl 01 KU SOL-1 6 Surface-Mount 0°C to +70°C 
INA101SG 14-Pin Ceramic DIP —55°C to +125°C 
INA101SM 10-Pin Metal 10-100 —55°C to +125°C 

PACKAGE INFORMATION 

PRODUCT PACKAGE 
PACKAGE DRAWING 

NUMBERI1I 

INA101AM 10-Pin Metal TO-100 007 
INA101CM 10-Pin Metal TO-100 007 
INA101AG 14-Pin Ceramic DIP 169 
lNA101CG 14-Pin Ceramic DIP 169 
INA101HP 14-Pin Plastic DIP 010 
INA101KU SOL-16 Surface-Mount 211 
INA101SG 14-Pin Ceramic DIP 169 
INA101SM 10-Pin Metal 10-100 007 

NOTE: (1) For detailed drawing and dimension table, please see and of data 
sheet, or Appendix D of Burr-Brown IC Data Book. 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 

SupplyVoltage .................................................... ...............................  ±20V 
Power Dissipation .......................................................................... 600mW 
InputVoltage Range . .........................................................................  ±V 
Output Short Circuit (to ground) ............................................... Continuous 
Operating Temperature M, G Package ........................... -55°C to +125°C 

P, U Package ................................................................. -25°C to +85°C 
Storage Temperature M, G Package .............................. -65°C to +150°C 

P, U Package ................................................................. -40°C to +85°C 
Lead Temperature (soldering, lOs) M, G, P Package ................... +300°C 
Lead Temperature (wave soldering, 3s) U Package ......................  +260°C 

4 ELECTROSTATIC 
A DISCHARGE SENSITIVITY 

This integrated circuit can be damaged by ESD. Burr-Brown 
recommends that all integrated circuits be handled with ap-
propriate precautions. Failure to observe proper handling and 
installation procedures can cause damage. 

ESD damage can range from subtle performance degradation 
to complete device failure. Precision integrated circuits may 
be more susceptible to damage because very small parametric 
changes could cause the device not to meet its published 
specifications. 

The information provided herein is believed to be reliable; however, BURR-BROWN assumes no responsibility for inaccuracies or omissions. BURR-BROWN assumes 
no responsibility for the use of this information, and all use of such information shall be entirely at the user's own risk. Prices and specifications are subject to change 
without notice. No patent rights or licenses to any of the circuits described herein are implied or granted to any third party. BURR-BROWN does not authorize or warrant 
any BURR-BROWN product for use in life support devices and/or systems. 
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TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CURVES 
At +25CC, Vcc  = ±15V unless otherwise noted. 
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TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CURVES (CONT) 
At +25tC, Vcc  = ±15V unless otherwise noted. 
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APPLICATION INFORMATION 
Figure 1 shows the basic connections required for operation 
of the INA101. (Pin numbers shown are for the TO-100 
metal package.) Applications with noisy or high impedance 
power supplies may require decoupling capacitors close to 
the device pins as shown. 

The output is referred to the output Common terminal which 
is normally grounded. This must be a low-impedance con-
nection to assure good common-mode rejection. A resis-
tance greater than 0. 1Q in series with the Common pin will 
cause common-mode rejection to fall below 106dB. 

SETTING THE GAIN 
Gain of the INA101 is set by connecting a single external 
resistor, RG: 

(1) 
RG  

The 40kQ term in equation (1) comes from the sum of the 
two internal feedback resistors. These are on-chip metal film 
resistors which are laser trimmed to accurate absolute val-
ues. The accuracy and temperature coefficient of these 
resistors are included in the gain accuracy and drift specifi-
cations of the INA 101. 

The stability and temperature drift of the external gain 
setting resistor, RG,  also affects gain. RG'S  contribution to 
gain accuracy and drift can be directly inferred from the gain 
equation (1). Low resistor values required for high gain can 
make wiring resistance important. Sockets add to the wiring 
resistance which will contribute additional gain error (possi-
bly an unstable gain error) in gains of approximately 100 or 
greater. The gain sense connections on the DIP and SOL-16 
packages (see Figure 2) reduce the gain error produced by 
wiring or socket resistance. 

BURR - BROWN® 
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OFFSET TRIMMING voltage can be adjusted with the optional trim circuit con- 
The INA 101 is laser trimmed for low offset voltage and nected to the Common pin as shown in Figure 2. The voltage 
drift. Most applications require no external offset adjust- applied to Common terminal is summed with the output. 
ment. Figure 2 shows connection of an optional potentio- Low impedance must be maintained at this node to assure 
meter connected to the Offset Adjust pins for trimming the good common-mode rejection. The op amp connected as a 
input offset voltage. (Pin numbers shown are for the DIP buffer provides low impedance. 
package.) Use this adjustment to null the offset voltage in 
high gain (G ~! 100) with both inputs connected to ground. THERMAL EFFECTS ON OFFSET VOLTAGE 
Do not use this adjustment to null offset produced by the To achieve lowest offset voltage and drift, prevent air 
source or other system offset since this will increase the currents from circulating near the INA 101. Rapid changes in 
offset voltage drift by 0.3tV/°C per 1001.tV of adjusted temperature will produce a thermocouple effect on the 
offset. package leads that will degrade offset voltage and drift. A 
Offset of the output amplifier usually dominates when the shield or cover that prevents air currents from flowing near 
INA101 is used in unity gain (G = 1). The output offset the INA101 will assure best performance. 
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Orderable Device Status (1) Package 
Type 

Package 
Drawing 

Pins Package 
Oty 

Eco Plan (2)  Lead/BaIl Finish MSL Peak Temp (3) 

INA101AG NRND CDIPSB JD 14 27 None Call TI Level-NA-NA-NA 
INA101AM NRND TO-100 LME 10 20 None Call TI Level-NA-NA-NA 

NA101AM2 OBSOLETE 10-100 LME 10 None Call TI Call TI 
INA101CM NRND 10-100 LME 10 20 None Call TI Level-NA-NA-NA 

INA101CM1 OBSOLETE 10-100 LME 10 None Call TI Call TI 
INA101HP ACTIVE PDIP N 14 25 None Call TI Level-NA-NA-NA 
INA101KU ACTIVE SOIC DW 16 48 None CUSNPB Level-2-220C-1 YEAR 

INA101KU/1K ACTIVE SOIC DW 16 1000 None CU SNPB Level-2-220C-1 YEAR 
INAlOiSGi OBSOLETE TO-lOU LME 10 None Call TI Call TI 
INAlOiSM NRND TO-lOU LME 10 20 None Call TI Level-NA-NA-NA 

The marketing status values are delined as follows: 
ACTIVE: Product device recommended for new designs. 
LIFEBUY: TI has announced that the device will be discontinued, and a lifetime-buy period is in effect. 
NRND: Not recommended for new designs. Device is in production to support existing customers, but TI does not recommend using this part in 
a new design. 
PREVIEW: Device has been announced but is not in production. Samples may or may not be available. 
OBSOLETE: TI has discontinued the production of the device. 

Eco Plan - May not be currently available - please check http://www.ti.com/productcontent  for the latest availability information and additional 
product content details. 
None: Not yet available Lead (Pb-Free). 
Pb-Free (RoHS): TI's terms "Lead-Free" or "Pb-Free" mean semiconductor products that are compatible with the current RoHS requirements 
for all 6 substances, including the requirement that lead not exceed 0.1% by weight in homogeneous materials. Where designed to be soldered 
at high temperatures, TI Pb-Free products are suitable for use in specified lead-free processes. 
Green (RoHS & no Sb/Br): TI defines Green to mean "Pb-Free" and in addition, uses package materials that do not contain halogens, 
including bromine (Br) or antimony (Sb) above 0.1% of total product weight. 

MSL, Peak Temp. -- The Moisture Sensitivity Level rating according to the JEDECindustry standard classifications, and peak solder 
temperature. 

Important Information and Disclaimer:The information provided on this page represents TI's knowledge and belief as of the date that it is 
provided. TI bases its knowledge and belief on information provided by third parties, and makes no representation or warranty as to the 
accuracy of such information. Efforts are underway to better integrate information from third parties. TI has taken and continues to take 
reasonable steps to provide representative and accurate information but may not have conducted destructive testing or chemical analysis on 
incoming materials and chemicals. TI and TI suppliers consider certain information to be proprietary, and thus CAS numbers and other limited 
information may not be available for release. 

In no event shall TI's liability arising out of such information exceed the total purchase price of the TI part(s) at issue in this document sold by TI 
to Customer on an annual basis. 
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ANALOG Quad Low Offset, Low Power 
DEVICES Operational Amplifier 

0P400 
FEATURES 
Low Input Offset Voltage 150 1iV Max 
Low Offset Voltage Drift, Over -55°C to +125°C 

1.2 pVI°C Max 
Low Supply Current (Per Amplifier) 725 1iA Max 
High Open-Loop Gain 5000 V/mV Mm 
Input Bias Current 3 nA Max 
Low Noise Voltage Density 11 nV/,FH—z at 1 kHz 
Stable With Large Capacitive Loads 10 nF Typ 
Pin Compatible to LM148, HA4741, RM4156, and LT1014 

with Improved Performance 
Available in Die Form 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
The 0P400 is the first monolithic quad operational amplifier 
that features 0P77 type performance. Precision performance no 
longer has to be sacrificed to obtain the space and cost savings 
offered by quad amplifiers. 

The 0P400 features an extremely low input offset voltage of 
less than 150 j.tV with a drift of under 1.2 pV/°C, guaranteed 
over the full military temperature range. Open-loop gain of the 
0P400 is over 5,000,000 into a 10 kQ load, input bias current is 
under 3 nA, CMR is above 120 dB, and PSRR is below 1.8 iV/V. 
On-chip zener-zap trimming is used to achieve the low input 
offset voltage of the 0P400 and eliminates the need for offset 
nulling. The 0P400 conforms to the industry-standard quad 
pinout which does not have null terminals. 

PIN CONNECTIONS 

14-PIN CERAMIC DIP 16-PIN SOIC 
(Y-Suffix) (S-Suffix) 

14-PIN PLASTIC DIP 
(P-Suffix) 

FTfi71OUTO 

-INA L2 .., ,.. 13-640 

,INA E3 12 ,IND 
V. E4 II V- 

.IN8 10 ,INC 
-INB6 -, .. 9-INC 

OUTS 7 8 OUTC 

The 0P400 features low power consumption, drawing less than 
725 pA per amplifier. The total current drawn by this quad 
amplifier is less than that of a single 0P07, yet the 0P400 offers 
significant improvements over this industry standard op amp. 
Voltage noise density of the 0P400 is a low 11 nV/V at 10 Hz, 
which is half that of most competitive devices. 

The 0P400 is pin-compatible with the LM148, HA4741, 
RM4156, and LT10I4 operational amplifiers and can be used 
to upgrade systems using these devices. The 0P400 is an ideal 
choice for applications requiring multiple precision operational 
amplifiers and where low power consumption is critical. 

OUTA I 0  :16:1 otrro 
-INA 2 -* _ 15 -INO 
+INA F3 14 +IN0 

V. 74 13 V- 
.INB +INC 
-INS -INC 

OUTS 
Pj 

OUTC 
NC. N.C. 

.IN 

V. 

OUT 

v- 

Figure 1. Simplified Schematic (One of FourAmplifiers Is Shown) 
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0P400-SPECIFICATIONS 
ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (@Vs = ±15 V, T5  = 25°C, unless otherwise noted.) 

OP400AJE OP400F OP400G/H 
Parameter Symbol Conditions Min Typ Max Min Typ Max Min Typ Max Unit 
Input Offset 

Voltage Vos 40 150 60 230 80 300 jtV 
Long-Term Input 

Voltage Stability 0.1 0.1 0.1 l.IV/mo 
Input Offset 

Current 1os VCM=°V 0.1 1.0 0.1 2.0 0.1 3.5 nA 
Input Bias 

Current 'B VCM = °V 0.75 3.0 0.75 6.0 0.75 7.0 nA 
Input Noise 

Voltage e 0.1 Hz to 10 Hz 0.5 0.5 0 5 iV p-p 
Input Noise 

Voltage Density' en  f0  = 10 Hz' 22 36 22 36 22 
f0 1000Hz' 11 18 11 18 11 nV/Hz 

Input Noise 
Current 0.1 Hz to 10 Hz 15 15 15 pAp-p 

Input Noise 
Current Density in fo= 10 Hz 0.6 0.6 0.6 pA/'JHz 

Input Resistance 
Differential Mode RIN 10 10 10 M 

Input Resistance 
Common Mode RINCM 200 200 200 GQ 

Large Signal 
Voltage Gain Avo V0  = ± 10 V 

RL= 10kf 5000 12000 3000 7000 3000 7000 
RL=2kf 2000 3500 1500 3000 1500 3000 V/mV 

Input Voltage 
Range3  IVR ±12 ±13 ±12 ±13 ±12 ±13 V 

Common Mode 
Rejection CMR VCM= 12V 120 140 115 140 110 135 dB 

Power Supply 
Rejection Ratio PSRR Vs = 3 V 

to18V 0.1 1.8 0.1 3.2 0.2 5.6 .tVN 
Output Voltage 

Swing V0  RL = 10 kK2 ±12 ±12.6 ±12 ±12.6 ±12 ±12.6 V 
RL=2kQ ±11 ±12.2 ±11 ±12.2 ±11 ±12.2 

Supply Current 
Per Amplifier 1sy No Load 600 725 600 725 600 725 pA 

Slew Rate SR 0.1 0.15 0.1 0.15 0.1 0.15 V/ps 
Gain Bandwidth 

Product GBWP Av = 1 500 500 500 kHz 
Channel 

Separation CS V0 20Vp-p 123 135 123 135 123 135 dB 
fo  = 10 Hz2  

Input 
Capacitance CIN 3.2 3.2 3.2 pF 

Capacitive Load 
Stability Av = 

No Oscillations 10 10 10 nF 
NOTES 
Sample tested 

2 Guaranteed but not 100% tested. 
t Guaranteed by CMR test 
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0P400 

SPECIFICATIONS (continued) 

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (@V5  = ±5 V, -55°C :!~TA  = 125°C for 0P400A, unless otherwise noted.) 

Parameter Symbol Conditions Min Typ Max Unit 
Input Offset Voltage V0s  70 270 
Average Input Offset Voltage Drift TCV05   0.3 12 
Input Offset Current 'os VCM = 0 V 01 2.5 nA 
Input Bias Current 
Large Signal Voltage Gain 

'B 
Avo 

VCM = 0 V 
V0  = ±10 V RL = 10 kQ 
RL=2kQ 

1.3 5.0 
3000 9000 
1000 2300  

nA 
V/mV 

Input Voltage Range* IVR ±12 ±12.5 V 
Common Mode Rejection CMR VCM = ± 12 V 115 130 dB 
Power Supply Rejection Ratio PSRR V0  = 3 V to 18 V 0.2 3.2 tVN 
Output Voltage Swing V0  RL= 10 kQ 

RL=2kQ 
±12 ±12.4 
±11 ±12 V 

Supply Current Per Amplifier Isy No Load 600 775 pA 
Capacitive Load Stability Av = 1 

No Oscillations 
8 nF 

NOTE 
Guaranteed by CMR test 

(@V5  = ± iSV, -25°C :!~ TA :5 ±85°C for 0P400E/F, 0°C T :5 10°C for DP40013, 
ELECTRI CAL CHARACTERISTICS -4o°c TA  15  +85°C for OP400H, unless otherwise noted.) 

OP400A/E OP400F OP400GIH 
Parameter Symbol Conditions Min Typ Max Min Typ Max Min Typ Max Unit 
Input Offset 

Voltage Vos 60 220 80 350 110 400 IV 
Average Input Offset 

Voltage Drift TCV05  03 1.2 0.3 2.0 0.6 2.5 itV/°C 
Input Offset 

Current 'os VCM = 0 V 
E,F,GGrades 0.1 2.5 0.1 3.5 0.2 6.0 
H Grade 0.2 12.0 nA 

Input Bias 
Current 'B VCM = 0 V 

E,F,GGrades 0.1 2.5 0.1 3.5 1.0 12.0 
H Grade 1.0 20.0 nA 

Large-Signal 
Voltage Gain Avo VCM = 0 V 

RL= 10 kQ 3000 10000 2000 5000 2000 5000 
RL=2kf 1500 2700 1000 2000 1000 2000 V/mv 

Input Voltage 
Range IVR * ±12 ±12.5 ±12 ±12.5 ±12 ±12.5 V 

Common-Mode 
Rejection CMR VcM±12V 115 135 110 135 105 130 dB 

Power Supply 
Rejection Ratio PSRR Vs = ±3 V 

to ±18 V 0.15 3.2 0.15 5.6 0.3 10.0 .tV/V 
Output Voltage 

Swing V0  RL  = 10 kQ ±12 ±12.4 ±12 ±12.4 ±12 ±12.6 V 
RL= 2 kQ ±11 ±12 ±11 ±12 ±11 ±12.2  

Supply Current 
Per Amplifier 1sy No Load 600 775 600 775 600 775 pA 

Capacitive Load 10 10 10 nF 
Stability  No Oscillations 

NOTE 
Guaranteed by CMR test. 
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0P400 

DICE CHARACTERISTICS 

DIE SIZE 0.181 a 0.123 inch, 22,263 sq. mills 
(4.60 a 3.12 mm, 14.35 sq. mm) 

1.OUTA 8.OUTC 
2.—INA 9.—INC 
3.+INA 10.+INC 
4.V+ liv- 
5.+INB 12.*IND 
6.—INB 13.—IND 
7.OUTB 14.OUTD 

WAFER TEST LIMITS (@V5  = ±15 V, TA = 25°C, unless otherwise noted.) 

Parameter Symbol Conditions 
OP400GBC 
Limit Unit 

Input Offset Voltage Vos 230 pA Max 
Input Offset Current Vos VCM = 0 V 2 nA Max 
Input Bias Current 1B VCM = 0 V 6 nA Max 
Large Signal 

Voltage Gain 
Avo V0  = ±10 V RL = 10 k 

RL = 2 kQ 
3000 
1500 V/mV Mm 

Input Voltage Range* IVR * ± 12 V Mm 
Common Mode Rejection CMR VCM = ± 12 V 115 dB Mm 
Power Supply Rejection Ratio PSRR Vs = ±3 V to ±18 V 3.2 (tV/V Max 
Output Voltage Swing V0  RL = 10 kQ 

RL=2kQ 
± 12 
±11 VMin 

Supply Current Per Amplifier 1sy No Load 725 pA Max 
NOTE 
Guaranteed by CMR test. 

Electrical tests are performed at wafer probe to the limits shown. Due to variations in assembly methods and normal yield loss, yield after packaging is not guaranteed 
for standard product dice. Consult factory to negotiate specifications based on dice lot qualification through sample lot assembly and testing. 
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0P400 
ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Supply Voltage ................................ ±20 V 
Differential Input Voltage ....................... ±30 V 
Input Voltage .......................... Supply Voltage 
Output Short-Circuit Duration ............... Continuous 
Storage Temperature Range 

P, Y Package ...................... -65°C to +150°C 
Lead Temperature Range (Soldering 60 sec) .........300°C 
Junction Temperature (Ti) .............. -65°C to +150°C 
Operating Temperature Range 

OP400A .......................... -55°C to +125°C 
0P400E, OP400F ................... -25°C to +85°C 
0P400G .............................. 0°C to 70°C 
OP400H ............................ -40°C to +85°C 

Package Type OiA l  OIC Units 

14-Pin Ceramic DIP (Y) 94 10 °C/W 
14-Pin Plastic DIP (P) 76 33 °C/W 
16-Pin SOIC (5) 88 23 °CIW 

NOTES 
0,A  is specified for worst-case mounting conditions, i.e., 11jA  is specified for device 
in socket for TO, CERDIP, and PDIP packages; lilA is specified for device 
soldered to printed circuit board for SOIC package. 

Absolute maximum ratings apply to both dice and packaged parts, unless 
otherwise noted. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 

TA = 25°C 
Vos Max 

Package Die Operating 
Temperature CERDIP 

(mV) 14-Lead Plastic Range 

150 OP400AY OP400GBC MIL 
150 OP400EY IND 
230 OP400FY IND 
300 OP400GP COM 
300 OP400GS COM 
300 OP400GS-REEL COM 
300 OP400HP XIND 
300 OP400HS XIND 

NOTE 
Burn-in is available on commercial and industrial temperature range parts in CERDIP, PDIP, and TO-can 
packages. 

For Military processed devices, please refer to the standard 
microcircuit drawing (SMD) available at 
www.dscc.dla.mil/programs/milspec/default.asp  

SMD Part Number ADI Equivalent 
5962-8777101M3A OP400ATCMDA 
5962-8777101MCA OP400AYMDA 

CAUTION 
ESD (electrostatic discharge) sensitive device. Electrostatic charges as high as 4000 V readily 
accumulate on the human body and test equipment and can discharge without detection. Although the 
0P400 features proprietary ESD protection circuitry, permanent damage may occur on devices 
subjected to high-energy electrostatic discharges. Therefore, proper ESD precautions are recommended 
to avoid performance degradation or loss of functionality. 
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0P400—lypical Performance Characteristics 
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0P400 
ARV 

Figure 3. Burn-In Circuit 

APPLICATIONS INFORMATION 
The 0P400 is inherently stable at all gains and is capable of 
driving large capacitive loads without oscillating. Nonetheless, 
good supply decoupling is highly recommended. Proper supply 
decoupling reduces problems caused by supply line noise and 
improves the capacitive load driving capability of the 0P400. 

Total supply current can be reduced by connecting the inputs of 
an unused amplifier to —V. This turns the amplifier off, lowering 
the total supply current. 

APPLICATIONS 
Dual Low-Power Instrumentation Amplifier 
A dual instrumentation amplifier that consumes less than 33 mW 
of power per channel is shown in Figure 1. The linearity of the 
instrumentation amplifier exceeds 16 bits in gains of 5 to 200 and 
is better than 14 bits in gains from 200 to 1000. CMRR is above 
115 dB (G = 1000). Offset voltage drift is typically 0.4 IN/°C 
over the military temperature range which is comparable to the 
best monolithic instrumentation amplifiers. The bandwidth of 
the low-power instrumentation amplifier is a function of gain 
and is shown in Table I. 

Table I. Gain Bandwidth 

Gain Bandwidth 
5 150kHz 

10 67kHz 
100 7.5 kHz 

1000 500 Hz 

The output signal is specified with respect to the reference 
input, which is normally connected to analog ground. The refer-
ence input can be used to offset the output from —10 V to +10 V 
if required. 

VIN 

1/4 

REI
'_~ I 
t 

%A.0~ 

4>0P4D0A 

f 

20k0 

PG V01)T 40.000 

-- 

V'0  

RF 

Figure 4. Dual Low Power Instrumentation Amplifier 
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0P400 

'OUT 

•VUI 200 V hG! 

Figure 5. Bipolar Current Transmitter 

BIPOLAR CURRENT TRANSMITTER 
In the circuit of Figure 5, which is an extension of the standard 
three op amp instrumentation amplifier, the output current is 
proportional to the differential input voltage. Maximum output 
current is ±5 mA with voltage compliance equal to ±10 V when 
using ± 15 V supplies. Output impedance of the current transmit-
ter exceeds 3 MQ and linearity is better than 16 bits with gain 
set for a full scale input of± 100 'iV. 

DIFFERENTIAL OUTPUT INSTRUMENTATION 
AMPLIFIER 
The output voltage swing of a single-ended instrumentation 
amplifier is limited by the supplies, normally at ± 15 V, to a 
maximum of 24 V p-p. The differential output instrumentation 
amplifier of Figure 6 can provide an output voltage swing of 
48 V p-p when operated with ± 15 V supplies. The extended 
output swing is due to the opposite polarity of the outputs. Both 
outputs will swing 24 V p-p but with opposite polarity, for a 
total output voltage swing of 48 V p-p. The reference input can 
be used to set a common-mode output voltage over the range 
± 10 V. PSRR of the amplifier is less than 1 IN/V with CMRR 
(G = 1000) better than 115 dB. Offset voltage drift is typically 
0.4 itV/°C over the military temperature range. 

220; 

V,N 

OL?T - 

VOUT 

Figure 6. Differential Output Instrumentation Amplifier 
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0P400 
MULTIPLE OUTPUT TRACKING VOLTAGE 
REFERENCE 
Figure 7 shows a circuit that provides outputs of 10 V, 7.5 V, 5 V, 
and 2.5 V for use as a system voltage reference. Maximum 
output current from each reference is 5 mA with load regulation  

under 25 IIV/mA. Line regulation is better than 15 IIV/V  and 
output voltage drift is under 20 ltV/°C. Output voltage noise 
from 0.1 Hz to 10 Hz is typically 75 l.tV p-p from the 10 V output 
and proportionately less from the 7.5 V, 5 V, and 2.5 V outputs. 

by 

•25V 

Figure 7. Multiple-Output Tracking Voltage Reference 
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0P400 
OUTLINE DIMENSIONS 

14-Lead Ceramic Dual In-Line Package [CERDIP] 
(Q-14) 

[Y-Suffix] 
Dimensions shown in inches and (millimeters) 

0.005 (0.13) MIN 0.098 (2.49) MAX 

PIN 1 110.310(7.87)  0.220(5.59) 

0.320(8.13) 
0.100 (2.54) BSC 0.290(7.37) 

- 0.785 (19.94) MAX )1-  0.000(1.52) 1l 

0.200 (5.08)1 
0.150 

-7 
 0.200 

0.015 (0.38) 

MIN 0.125 (3.18) 
0.023 (0.58) 0.070(1.78) SEATING 

PLANE 1Sr 0.008 (0.20) 
0.014 (0.36) 0.030 (0.76) Sr 

CONTROLLING DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES; MILLIMETERS DIMENSIONS 
(IN PARENTHESES) ARE ROUNDED-OFF INCH EQUIVALENTS FOR 
REFERENCE ONLY AND ARE NOT APPROPRIATE FOR USE IN DESIGN 

14-Lead Plastic Dual In-Line Package [PDIP] 
(N-14) 

[P-Suffix] 
Dimensions shown in inches and (millimeters) 

0.685 (17.40) 
I..- 0665 (16.89) 0.295 (7.49) I 0.645 (16.38) I 0.285 (7.24) I I 

0.275 (6.99) 
14 

0.100 (2.54)_I I- BSC 0.325 (8.26) 
0.310 (7.87) 

0.015 (0.38) 0.300 (7.62) 0.150 (3.81) 
MIN 1 _______ 

T 

_________ 135 (3.43) 
120 (3.05) 

MAX 
0.180(4 57 jj 

0.150(3.81) 
SEATING 0.130(3.30) PLANE 0.015 (0.38) 

0.110(2.79) 0.022 (0.56) 0.080)1.52) 0.010 (0.25) 
0.018 (0.46) 5.050 (1.27) 0.008 (0.20) 
0.014 (0.36) 0.045 (1.14) 

COMPLIANT TO .JEDEC STANDARDS MO-095-AB 
CONTROLLING DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES; MILLIMETER DIMENSIONS 
(IN PARENTHESES) ARE ROUNDED-OFF INCH EQUIVALENTS FOR 
REFERENCE ONLY AND ARE NOT APPROPRIATE FOR USE IN DESIGN 

1) 
C., 
CD 
CO 

68 
CD 
C., 

CD 

16-Lead Standard Small Outline Package [SOIC] 
Wide Body 

(R-16) 
[S-Suffix] 

Dimensions shown in millimeters and (inches) 

10.50(0.4134) 
10.10(0.3976) 

1111111 ¶ 
7.60(0.2992) 
7.40(0.2913) 

J10.65 (0.4193) 
10.00(0.3937) 

1.27(0.0500) 
BSC 2.65 (0.1043) 0.75 (0.0295) 

0.30 (0.0118) 
___________________ 2.35  (00925) 0.25 (0.0098) 

X 4Sr 

0.10)0.0039)jflfl J 
. 

I 
0.51 (0.0201) SEATING 

COPLANARITY 033)0.0130) PLANE (0.0126) Sr 1.27)0.0500) 
0.10 0.23 (0.0091) 0.40(0.0157) 

COMPLIANT TO JEDEC STANDARDS MS-013AA 
CONTROLLING DIMENSIONS ARE IN MILLIMETERS; INCH DIMENSIONS 
(IN PARENTHESES) ARE ROUNDED-OFF MILLIMETER EQUIVALENTS FOR 
REFERENCE ONLY AND ARE NOT APPROPRIATE FOR USE IN DESIGN 
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BURR - BROWN® OPA121 

Low Cost Precision Difet® 
OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER 

FEATURES 
• LOW NOISE: 6nVArki typ at 10kHz 
• LOW BIAS CURRENT: 5pA max 
• LOW OFFSET: 2mV max 
• LOW DRIFr: 3tVI°C typ 
• HIGH OPEN-LOOP GAIN: 110d13 mm 
• HIGH COMMON-MODE 

REJECTION: 86dB mm 

DESCRIPTION 
The OPA 121 is a precision monolithic dielectrically-
isolated FET (Difet®) operational amplifier. Out-
standing performance characteristics are now 
available for low-cost applications. 

Noise, bias current, voltage offset, drift, open-loop 
gain, common-mode rejection, and power supply 
rejection are superior to BIFET®  amplifiers. 

Very low bias current is obtained by dielectric 
isolation with on-chip guarding. 

Laser-trimming of thin-film resistors gives very low 
offset and drift. Extremely low noise is achieved with 
new circuit design techniques (patented). A new 
cascode design allows high precision input specifica-
tions and reduced susceptibility to flicker noise. 

Standard 741 pin configuration allows upgrading of 
existing designs to higher performance levels. 

APPLICATIONS 
• OPTOELECTRONICS 
• DATA ACQUISITION 
• TEST EQUIPMENT 
• MEDICAL EQUIPMENT 
• RADIATION HARD EQUIPMENT 

Case (TO-99) and Substrate 

*Pntented —Vç 

SBOS 139 

OPA121 Simplified Circuit 

Difet, Burr-Brown Corp. 
B1FET, National Semiconductor Corp 

International Airport Industrial Park Mailing Address: P0 Box 11400 Tucson, AZ 85734 Street Address: 5730 S. Tucson Blvd. Tucson, AZ 85706 
Tel: (520) 746-1111 Twx: 910-952-1111 Cable: BBRCORP Telex: 066-6491 FAX: (520) 889-1510 Immediate Product Info: (800) 548-6132 

© 1984 Bun--Brown Corporation PDS-539F Printed in U.S.A. September, 1993 



SPECIFICATIONS 
ELECTRICAL 
At = ±15VDC and TA = +25CC unless otherwise noted. Pin 8 connected to ground. 

OPA121KM OPA121KP, KU 

MIN TYP MAX MIN TYP MAX PARAMETER CONDITIONS UNITS 

INPUT 
NOISE 
Voltage, f0 = 10Hz )i) 40 50 nV/,i:i 

f0 =100Hz (1) 15 18 nVi'Jfl 
f0 =lkHz )1) 8 10 nV/'ifl iz 
f0  = 10kHz P1 6 7 nV/'J)i 
fB = 10Hz to 10kHz (1) 0.7 0.8 pVrms 

= 0.1Hz to 10Hz (1) 1.6 2 .xVp-p 
Current, fE, = 0.1Hz to 10Hz (I) 15 21 fA, p-p 

to  = 0.1Hz thru 20kHz ll 0.8 1.1 fP-i'J 
OFFSET VOLTAGE(2) 
Input Offset Voltage VCM = OVDC ±0.5 ±2 ±0.5 ±3 my 
Average Drift TA = TMiN to TM< ±3 ±10 ±3 ±10 
Supply Rejection 86 104 86 104 dB 

±6 ±50 ±6 ±50 pVN 

BIAS CURRENT(2) 
Input Bias Current Vc,  = OVDC ±1 ±5 ±1 110 pA 

Device Operating  

OFFSET CURRENT(2) 
Input Offset Current Vcm  = OVDC ±0.7 ±4 ±0.7 ±8 pA 

Device Operating 

IMPEDANCE 
Differential 1013 111  1013 11 n 11 pF 
Common-Mode 1014 11 3  1014 113 0 11 pF 
VOLTAGE RANGE 
Common-Mode Input Range ±10 ±11 ±10 ±11 V 
Common-Mode Rejection VIN = ±1 OVDC 86 104 82 100 dB 
OPEN-LOOP GAIN, DC 
Open-Loop Voltage Gain RL ?! 2kG 110 120 106 114 dB 
FREQUENCY RESPONSE 
Unity Gain, Small Signal 2 2 MHz 
Full Power Response 20Vp-p, RL = 2kG 32 32 kHz 
Slew Rate V0  = ±10V, RL = 2kG 2 2 V/ps 
Settling Time, 0.1% Gain = —1, RL = 2kG 6 6  lis 

0.01% 10V Step 10 10 Ps 
Overload Recovery, 
50% Overdrive)3) Gain = —1 5 5  Ps 

RATED OUTPUT 
Voltage Output RL=2kG ±11 ±12 ±11 ±12 V 
Current Output V0  = ±1 OVDC ±5.5 ±10 ±5.5 ±10 mA 
Output Resistance DC, Open Loop 100 100 0 
Load Capacitance Stability Gain = +1 1000 1000 pF 
Short Circuit Current 10 40 10 40 mA 
POWER SUPPLY 
Rated Voltage ±15 ±15 VDC 
Voltage Range, 
Derated Pertormance ±5 ±18 ±5 ±18 VDC 

Current, Quiescent 10  = 0mADC 2.5 4 2.5 4.5 mA 
TEMPERATURE RANGE 
Specification Ambient Temperature 0 +70 0 +70 °C 
Operating Ambient Temperature —40 +85 —25 +85 
Storage Ambient Temperature —65 -i-iSO —55 +125 
ttJunction-Ambient 200 150(4) °C/W 

NOTES: (1) Sample tested. (2) Offset voltage, offset current, and bias current are specified with the units fully warmed up. (3) Overload recovery is defined 
the time required for the output to return from saturation to linear operation following the removal of a 50% input overdrive. (4) 100C/W for Ku grade. 

The information provided herein is believed to be reliable; however, BURR-BROWN assumes no responsibility for inaccuracies or omissions. BURR-BROWN assumes 
no responsibility for the use of this information, and all use of such information shall be entirely at the user's own risk. Prices and specifications are subject to change 
without notice. No patent rights or licenses to any of the circuits described herein are implied or granted to any third party. BURR-BROWN does not authorize or warrant 
any BURR-BROWN product for use in life support devices and/or systems. 

BURR - BROWN® 
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ELECTRICAL (FULL TEMPERATURE RANGE SPECIFICATIONS) 
At VcG  = ±15VDC and TA = TMiN to TM(  unless otherwise noted. 

OPA121KM OPA121KP, KU 

MIN TYP MAX MIN TYP MAX PARAMETER CONDITIONS UNITS 

TEMPERATURE RANGE 
Specification Range Ambient Temperature 0 +70 0 +70 

INPUT 
OFFSET VOLTAGEI1) 
Input Offset Voltage VOM = OVDC ±1 ±3 ±1 ±5 my 
Average Drift ±3 ±10 ±3 ±10 
Supply Rejection 82 94 82 94 dB 

±20 ±80 ±20 ±80 iVN 

BIAS CURRENTII) 

Input Bias Current VCM = OVDC ±23 ±115 ±23 ±250 pA 
Device Operating 

OFFSET CURRENTIII 
Input Offset Current Vcm  = OVDC ±16 ±100 ±16 ±200 pA 

Device Operating 

VOLTAGE RANGE 
Common-Mode Input Range ±10 ±11 ±10 ±11 V 
Common-Mode Rejection VIN = ±1OVDC 82 98 80 96 dB 

OPEN-LOOP GAIN, DC 
Open-Loop Voltage Gain RL~t2k0 106 116 100 110 dB 

RATED OUTPUT 
Voltage Output RL=2k0 ±10.5 ±11 ±10.5 ±11 V 
Current Output V0  = ±10VDC ±5.25 ±10 ±5.25 ±10 mA 
Short Circuit Current V0 =OVDC 10 40 10 40 mA 

POWER SUPPLY 
Current, Quiescent 10 = 0mADC 2.5 4.5 2.5 5 mA 

NOTE: (1) Offset voltage, offset current, and bias current are measured with the units fully warmed up. 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS CONNECTION DIAGRAMS 

Supply........................................................................................... ±18VDC 
Infernal Power Dissipation11 1 ......................................................... 500mW 
Differential Input Voltage .................. .............................................  ±36VDC 
Input Voltage Range ..................................................................... ±18VDC 
Storage Temperature Range 
M package ............................................. .......................  -65°C to +150°C 
P, U packages ............. ..................................................  -55°C to +125°C 

Operating Temperature Range 
Mpackage ...................................................................... -40°C to +85°C 
P, U packages ................................................................. -25°C to +85°C 

Lead Temperature 
M, P packages (soldering, 105) .................................... ............... +300°C 
U package (soldering, 3s) ........................................................... +260°C 

Output Short-Circuit Duration(2) ....  ...........................................  Continuous 
Junction Temperature .................................................................... +175°C 

NOTES: (1) Packages must be derated based on = 150°C/W 
(P package); 6J.  = 200°C/i/V (M package); O

JA   = 100°C/W (U package). 
(2) Short circuit may be to power supply common only. Rating applies to 
+25°C ambient. Observe dissipation limit and T 

PACKAGE INFORMATION 
PACKAGE DRAWING 

MODEL PACKAGE NUMBERI') 

OPA121KM TO-99 001 
OPA121KP 8-Pin Plastic DIP 006 
OPA121KU 8-Pin SOIC 182 

NOTE: (1) For detailed drawing and dimension table, please see end of data 
sheet, or Appendix D of Burr-Brown IC Data Book. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 

TEMPERATURE 
MODEL PACKAGE RANGE 

OPA121KM TO-99 0°C to +70°C 
OPA121KP 8-Pin Plastic DIP 0°C to +70°C 
OPA121KU 8-Pin SOIC 0°C to +70°C 

Top View M-Package TO-99 (Hermetic) 

Substrate and Case 

Offset 8 

Trim  1 7  +Vcc  

-In 2 OPA121 6 Output 

+In'J
Offset 
Tr 

 

4 Trim 

-V0 

Top View P-Package Plastic Mini-DIP 
U-Package Plastic SOIC 

-In  

Offset Trim 

>+Vcc 

6 Substrate 

+ln Output 

Vcc 5 Offset Trim 
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TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CURVES 
TA = +25CC, Vcc  = ±15VDC unless otherwise noted. 

BIAS AND OFFSET CURRENT 
INPUT VOLTAGE NOISE SPECTRAL DENSITY vs TEMPERATURE 

1K 

100 

Ac 
0. 

10 
A) 

0 
1 

A,  
0 

0.1 

0.01 

10 100 1k 10k 100k 1M -50 -25 0 +25 +50 +75 +100 +125 

Frequency (Hz) Ambient Temperature (AC) 
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vs INPUT COMMON-MODE VOLTAGE 
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TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CURVES (CONT) 
TA= +25CC, Vcc  = ±15VDC unless otherwise noted. 

LARGE SIGNAL TRANSIENT RESPONSE SMALL SIGNAL TRANSIENT RESPONSE 

INPUT CURRENTS vs INPUT VOLTAGE 
WITH ±Vcc PINS GROUNDED 

+2 

+1 

E 

U 
0 

0 
a 
0. = 

—2 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

—15 —10 —5 0 +5 +10 +16 

Input Voltage (V) 

APPLICATIONS INFORMATION 
OFFSET VOLTAGE ADJUSTMENT 
The OPA 121 offset voltage is laser-trimmed and will require 
no further trim for most applications. As with most ampli-
fiers, externally trimming the remaining offset can change 
drift performance by about 0.3.sV/°C for each lOOtV of 
adjusted offset. Note that the trim (Figure 1) is similar to 
operational amplifiers such as 741 and AD547. The OPA 121 
can replace most BIFET amplifiers by leaving the external 
null circuit unconnected. 

INPUT PROTECTION FIGURE 1. Offset Voltage Trim 

Conventional monolithic FET operational amplifiers require 
external current-limiting resistors to protect their inputs 
against destructive currents that can flow when input FET 
gate-to-substrate isolation diodes are forward-biased. Most 
BIFET amplifiers can be destroyed by the loss of —Vcc. 
Unlike BIFET amplifiers, the Difet OPA l21 requires input 
current limiting resistors only if its input voltage is greater 

5 

than 6V more negative than A 1OkQ series resistor 
will limit input current to a safe level with up to ±15V input 
levels even if both supply voltages are lost. 

Static damage can cause subtle changes in amplifier input 
characteristics without necessarily destroying the device. In 
precision operational amplifiers (both bipolar and FET types), 

BURR - BR0WN 
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TO-99 Bottom View 
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BOARD LAYOUT 
FOR INPUT GUARDING 

Guard top and bottom of board. 
Alternate: use Teflon standoff 

for sensitive input pins. 

Mini-DIP Bottom View 
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FIGURE 2. Connection of Input Guard. 
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this may cause a noticeable degradation of offset voltage and 
drift. 

Static protection is recommended when handling any 
precision IC operational amplifier. 

GUARDING AND SHIELDING 
As in any situation where high impedances are involved, 
careful shielding is required to reduce "hum" pickup in input 
leads. If large feedback resistors are used, they should also 
be shielded along with the external input circuitry. 

Leakage currents across printed circuit boards can easily 
exceed the bias current of the 0PA121. To avoid leakage 
problems, it is recommended that the signal input lead of the 
OPAl2l be wired to a TeflonTM standoff. If the OPA121 is 
to be soldered directly into a printed circuit board, utmost 
care must be used in planning the board layout. A "guard" 
pattern should completely surround the high-impedance in-
put leads and should be connected to a low-impedance point 
which is at the signal input potential. 

The amplifier case should be connected to any input shield 
or guard via pin 8. This insures that the amplifier itself is 
fully surrounded by guard potential, minimizing both leak-
age and noise pickup (see Figure #2). 

If guarding is not required, pin 8 (case) should be connected 
to ground. 

BIAS CURRENT CHANGE 
VERSUS COMMON-MODE VOLTAGE 
The input bias currents of most popular BIFET operational 
amplifiers are affected by common-mode voltage (Figure 3). 
Higher input FET gate-to-drain voltage causes leakage and 
ionization (bias) currents to increase. Due to its cascode 
input stage, the extremely-low bias current of the OPA121 
is not compromised by common-mode voltage. 

E.I. du Pont dc Nemours & Co. 

FIGURE 3. Input Bias Current vs Common-Mode Voltage. 
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4 TEXAS PACKAGE OPTION ADDENDUM 
INSTRUMENTS 

www.ti.com  8-Mar-2005 

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Orderable Device Status (1) Package 
Type 

Package 
Drawing 

Pins Package 
Qty 

Eco Plan (2)  Lead/Ball Finish MSL Peak Temp 

OPAl 21KM OBSOLETE TO-99 LMC 8 None Call TI Call TI 
OPA121KM3 OBSOLETE TO-99 LMC 8 None Call TI Call TI 
OPA121KP OBSOLETE PDIP P 8 None Call TI Call TI 

OPA121KP4 OBSOLETE PDIP P 8 None Call TI Call TI 
OPA121KU ACTIVE SOIC D 8 100 None CU NIPDAU Level-3-220C-168 HR 

OPA121KU/2K5 ACTIVE SOIC D 8 2500 None CU NIPDAU Level-3-220C-168 HR 

The marketing status values are defined as follows: 
ACTIVE: Product device recommended for new designs. 
LIFEBUY: TI has announced that the device will be discontinued, and a lifetime-buy period is in effect. 
NRND: Not recommended for new designs. Device is in production to support existing customers, but TI does not recommend using this part in 
a new design. 
PREVIEW: Device has been announced but is not in production. Samples may or may not be available. 
OBSOLETE: TI has discontinued the production of the device. 

EGo Plan - May not be currently available - please check http://www.ti.com/productconfent  for the latest availability information and additional 
product content details. 
None: Not yet available Lead (Pb-Free). 
Pb-Free (RoHS): TI's terms "Lead-Free" or "Pb-Free' mean semiconductor products that are compatible with the current RoHS requirements 
for all 6 substances, including the requirement that lead not exceed 0.1% by weight in homogeneous materials. Where designed to be soldered 
at high temperatures, TI Pb-Free products are suitable for use in specified lead-free processes. 
Green (RoHS & no Sb/Br): TI defines 'Green" to mean "Pb-Free' and in addition, uses package materials that do not contain halogens, 
including bromine (Br) or antimony (Sb) above 0.1% of total product weight. 

MSL, Peak Temp. -- The Moisture Sensitivity Level rating according to the JEDECindustry standard classifications, and peak solder 
temperature. 

Important Information and Disclaimer:The information provided on this page represents TI's knowledge and belief as of the date that it is 
provided. TI bases its knowledge and belief on information provided by third parties, and makes no representation or warranty as to the 
accuracy of such information. Efforts are underway to better integrate information from third parties. TI has taken and continues to take 
reasonable steps to provide representative and accurate information but may not have conducted destructive testing or chemical analysis on 
incoming materials and chemicals. TI and TI suppliers consider certain information to be proprietary, and thus CAS numbers and other limited 
information may not be available for release. 

In no event shall TI's liability arising out of such information exceed the total purchase price of the TI part(s) at issue in this document sold by TI 
to Customer on an annual basis. 
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IMPORTANT NOTICE 

Texas Instruments Incorporated and its subsidiaries (TI) reserve the right to make corrections, modifications, 
enhancements, improvements, and other changes to its products and services at any time and to discontinue 
any product or service without notice. Customers should obtain the latest relevant information before placing 
orders and should verify that such information is current and complete. All products are sold subject to TI's terms 
and conditions of sale supplied at the time of order acknowledgment. 

TI warrants performance of its hardware products to the specifications applicable at the time of sale in 
accordance with TI's standard warranty. Testing and other quality control techniques are used to the extent TI 
deems necessary to support this warranty. Except where mandated by government requirements, testing of all 
parameters of each product is not necessarily performed. 

TI assumes no liability for applications assistance or customer product design. Customers are responsible for 
their products and applications using TI components. To minimize the risks associated with customer products 
and applications, customers should provide adequate design and operating safeguards. 

TI does not warrant or represent that any license, either express or implied, is granted under any TI patent right, 
copyright, mask work right, or other TI intellectual property right relating to any combination, machine, or process 
in which TI products or services are used. Information published by TI regarding third-party products or services 
does not constitute a license from TI to use such products or services or a warranty or endorsement thereof. 
Use of such information may require a license from a third party under the patents or other intellectual property 
of the third party, or a license from TI under the patents or other intellectual property of TI. 

Reproduction of information in TI data books or data sheets is permissible only if reproduction is without 
alteration and is accompanied by all associated warranties, conditions, limitations, and notices. Reproduction 
of this information with alteration is an unfair and deceptive business practice. TI is not responsible or liable for 
such altered documentation. 

Resale of TI products or services with statements different from or beyond the parameters stated by TI for that 
product or service voids all express and any implied warranties for the associated TI product or service and 
is an unfair and deceptive business practice. TI is not responsible or liable for any such statements. 

Following are URLs where you can obtain information on other Texas Instruments products and application 
solutions: 

Products 
Amplifiers amplifier.ti.com  
Data Converters dataconverter.ti.com  

DSP dsp.ti.com  

Interface interface.ti.com  

Logic logic.ti.com  

Power Mgmt power.ti.com  

Microcontrollers microcontroller.ti.com  

Applications 
Audio www.ti.com/audio  
Automotive www.ti.com/automotive  

Broadband www.ti.com/broadband  

Digital Control www.ti.com/digitalcontrol  

Military www.ti.com/military  

Optical Networking www.ti.com/opticalnetwork  

Security www.ti.com/security  

Telephony www.ti.com/telephony  

Video & Imaging www.ti.com/video  

Wireless www.ti.com/wireless  

Mailing Address: Texas Instruments 
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ISO12O 
ISO121 

Precision Low Cost 
ISOLATION AMPLIFIER 

FEATURES 
• 100% TESTED FOR PARTIAL DISCHARGE 
• IS0120: Rated 1500Vrms 
• ISOl 21: Rated 3500Vrms 
• HIGH IMR: 115dB at 60Hz 
• USER CONTROL OF CARRIER 

FREQUENCY 
• LOW NONLINEARITY: ±0.01% max 
• BIPOLAR OPERATION: V0  = ±10V 
• 0.3-WIDE 24-PIN HERMETIC DIP, IS0120 
• SYNCHRONIZATION CAPABILITY 
• WIDE TEMP RANGE: —55°C to +125°C 

(ISO120) 

DESCRIPTION 
The 1S0120 and ISO 121 are precision isolation ampli-
fiers incorporating a novel duty cycle modulation-
demodulation technique. The signal is transmitted 
digitally across a 2pF differential capacitive barrier. 
With digital modulation the barrier characteristics do 
not affect signal integrity, which results in excellent 
reliability and good high frequency transient immu-
nity across the barrier. Both the amplifier and barrier 
capacitors are housed in a hermetic DIP. The ISO 120 
and IS0121 differ only in package size and isolation 
voltage rating. 

These amplifiers are easy to use. No external compo-
nents are required for 60kHz bandwidth. With the 
addition of two external capacitors, precision specifi-
cations of 0.01% max nonlinearity and 150ttV/°C max 
V0  drift are guaranteed with 6kHz bandwidth. A 
power supply range of ±4.5V to ±18V and low quies-
cent current make these amplifiers ideal for a wide 
range of applications. 
International Airport Industrial Park Mailing Address: P0 Box 11400 

Tel: (520) 146-1111 • Twx: 910-952-1111 • Cable: BBRCORP 

APPLICATIONS 
• INDUSTRIAL PROCESS CONTROL: Trans-

ducer Isolator for Thermocouples, RTDs, 
Pressure Bridges, and Flow Meters, 4mA 
to 20mA Loop Isolation 

• GROUND LOOP ELIMINATION 
• MOTOR AND SCR CONTROL 
• POWER MONITORING 
• ANALYTICAL MEASUREMENTS 
• BIOMEDICAL MEASUREMENTS 
• DATA ACQUISITION 
• TEST EQUIPMENT 

Isolation Barrier 
C1H C2H  

C1 L C2L 

Sense  
VIN 

VOUT  

Signal 
Corn 1 Signal 

Corn 2 
Ext Osc 

+vsl —Vs2  

Gnd 1 Gnd 2 

—vs1  +vs2  

• Tucson, AZ 85734 • Street Address: 6730 S. Tucson Blvd. • Tucson, AZ 85706 
Telex: 066-6491 FAX: (520) 889-1510 Immediate Product Info: (800) 548-6132 
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SPECIFICATIONS 
ELECTRICAL 
At T0 = +25°C: V,= V 2  = ±15V: and RL=  2kG, unless otherwise noted. 

ISOl 2OBG, IS0121 BG ISO120G, 1S0120SG141, 1S0121G 

MIN TYP MAX MIN TYP MAX PARAMETER CONDITIONS UNITS 

ISOLATION 
Voltage Rated Continuous 1S0120: AC 60Hz TM, to  TMOO  1500 * Vrms 

DC T,, to T,,02  2121 * VDC 
lS0121: AC 60Hz T to T 0  3500 * Vrms 

DC TWN  to TMOX  4950 VDC 
100% Test (AC 60Hz): IS0120 is; Partial Discharge 15 5pC 2500 * Vrms 

lS0121 is; Partial Discharge 15 5pC 5600 * Vrms 
Isolation Mode Rejection ISO 120: AC 60Hz 1500Vrms 115 * dB 

DC 160 * dB 
IS0121: AC60Hz 3500Vrms 115 * dB 

DC 160 * dB 
Barrier Impedance i0' 2 0 pF 
Leakage Current V, 0 240Vrms, 60Hz 0.18 0.5 * .tArrns 

GAIN" V0  = ±10V - 

Nominal Gain C, = C2  = 1000pF 1 1 VA' 
Gain Error ±0.04 ±0.1 ±0.05 ±0.25 %FSR 
Gain vs Temperature ±5 ±20 ±10 ±40 ppm/°C 
Nonlinearity ±0.005 10.01 ±0.01 ±0.05 %FSR 

Nominal Gain C, = C2  = 0 1 1 VA' 
Gain Error ±0.04 ±0.25 ±0.05 ±0.25 %FSR 
Gain vs Temperature ±40 ±40 ppm/°C 
Nonlinearity ±002 ±0.1 ±0.04 ±0.1 %FSR 

INPUT OFFSET VOLTAGE" 
Initial Offset C, = C2  = 1000pF ±5 ±25 ±10 ±50 mV 

vs Temperature ±100 ±150 ±150 ±400 jiV/°C 
Initial Offset C, = C2  = 0 ±25 ±100 ±40 ±100 mV 

vs Temperature ±250 ±500 
Initial Offset 

vs Supply ±V3, or ±V 2  = ±4.5V to ±18V ±2 ±2 mVN 
Noise 4 4 

IN PUT 
Voltage Range'' ±10 ±15 * V 
Resistance 200 * kG 

OUTPUT 
Voltage Range ±10 ±12.5 * V 
Current Drive ±5 ±15 * * mA 
Capacitive Load Drive 0.1 * pF 
Ripple Voltage'21  10 * mVp-p 

FREQUENCY RESPONSE 
Small Signal Bandwith C, = C2  = 0 60 * kHz 

C, = C2  = 1000pF 6 * kHz 
Slew Rate 2 * V/jAs 
Settling Time V0  = ±IOV 

0.1% C2  = 100pF 50 * Ps 
0.01% C, = C2  = 1000pF 350 * Ps 

Overload Recovery Time'3' 50% Output Overload, 150 is 
C, = C2  = 0 

POWER SUPPLIES 
Rated Voltage 15  V 
Voltage Range ±4.5 ±18 * * V 
Quiescent Current: V3  ±4.0 ±5.5 * * mA 

V33  ±5.0 ±6.5 * * mA 
TEMPERATURE RANGE 
Specification: BG and G —25 85 —25 85 °C 

SG'0  —25 85 —55 125 °C 
Operating —55 125 —55 125 °C 
Storage —65 150 —55 150 °C 
03 : IS0120 40 40 °C/W 

IS0121 25  25  °C/W 
*Specitications same as lSO12013G, 1S0121BG. 
NOTE: (1) lnputvoltage range = ±10V for V3  V32  =±4.5VDC to ±18VDC. (2) Ripple frequency is at carrierfrequency. )3) Overload recovery is approximately three times 
the settling time for other values of C3. (4) The SG-grade is specified —55°C to +125°C; performance of the SG in the —25°C to +85°C temperature range is the same 
as the BG-grade. 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Supply Voltage (any supply) . lay 
V, Sense Voltage .......................................................................... ±100V 
External Oscillator Input .................................................................... ±25V 
Signal Common ito Ground 1 ........................................................... ±1V 
Signal Common 2 to Ground 2 ........................................................... ±iV 
Continuous Isolation Voltage: IS0120 ...................................... i500Vrms 

IS0121 ....................................... 3500Vrms 
V, dv/dt ...................................................................................... 20kV/ps 
Junction Temperature ...................................................................... 150°C 
Storage Temperature .............................. .. .....................  —65°C to +150°C 
Lead Temperature (soldering, lOs) ............................................... +300°C 
Output Short Duration ......................................... Continuous to Common 

PACKAGE INFORMATION 1  

MODEL PACKAGE 
PACKAGE DRAWING 

NUMBER 

IS0120G 24-Pin DIP 225 
IS0120BG 24-Pin DIP 225 
IS0120SG 24-Pin DIP 225 

IS0121G 40-Pin DIP 206 
IS0121BG 40-Pin DIP 206 

NOTE: (1) For detailed drawing and dimension table, please see end of data 
sheet, or Appendix D of Burr-Brown IC Data Book. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
TEMPERATURE 

MODEL RANGE 

IS0120G —25°C to 85°C 
IS0120BG —25°C to 85°C 
IS0120SG —55C to i25°C 
IS0121G —25°C to 85°C 
IS0121EG —25°C to 85°C 

,c,. ELECTROSTATIC 
'-b' DISCHARGE SENSITIVITY 
Electrostatic discharge can cause damage ranging from per-
formance degradation to complete device failure. Burr-Brown 
Corporation recommends that all integrated circuits be handled 
and stored using appropriate ESD protection methods. 

CONNECTION DIAGRAM 

CIH 1/111 1 - - 24/40 Gnd 1 

CIL 212 - - 23/39 VIN 

+V51 3/3 - - 22/38 Ext Osc 

—Vs1 4/4 - - 21/37 Corn I 

Corn 2 9/17 - - 16/24 —Vs2 

VOUT 10/18 - - 15/23 +V52  

Sense 11/19 - - 14/22 C2L 

Gnd2 12/20 - - 13/21 C2H 

NOTE: (1) First pin number is for IS0120. 
Second pin number is for IS0121. 

The information provided herein is believed to be reliable; however, BURR-BROWN assumes no responsibility for inaccuracies or omissions. BURR-BROWN assumes 
no responsibility for the use of this information, and all use of such information shall be entirely at the user's own risk. Prices and specifications are subject to change 
without notice. No patent rights or licenses to any of the circuits described herein are implied or granted to any third party. BURR-BROWN does not authorize or warrant 
any BURR-BROWN product for use in life support devices and/or systems. 
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TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CURVES 
T = +25CC; V, = V = ±15V; and R. = 2kG, unless otherwise noted. 

ISOLATION MODE VOLTAGE ISOLATION MODE VOLTAGE 
vs FREQUENCY IS0121 vs FREQUENCY IS0120 
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TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CURVES (CONT) 
T5  = +25CC; Vs = V = ±15V; and R. = 2kG, unless otherwise noted. 

MR vs FREQUENCY SIGNAL RESPONSE vs CARRIER FREQUENC 

0 
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10 100 1k 10k 100k 1M IIN(Hz) 0 fc 21c 3 c  

Frequency (Hz) I I I I I I I 
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SYNCHRONIZATION RANGE at 25CC 
±4Vp SINE WAVE INPUT TO EXT OSC NOISE vs SMALL SIGNAL BANDWIDTH 
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TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CURVES (CONT) 
T5  = +25'C; Vs  = V52  = ±15V; and R. = 2k0, unless otherwme noted. 

STEP RESPONSE 

Time (ps) 

THEORY OF OPERATION 
The ISO 120 and ISO121 isolation amplifiers comprise input 
and output sections galvanically isolated by matched 1pF 
capacitors built into the ceramic barrier. The input is duty-
cycle modulated and transmitted digitally across the barrier. 
The output section receives the modulated signal, converts it 
back to an analog voltage and removes the ripple component 
inherent in the demodulation. The input and output sections 
are laser-trimmed for exceptional matching of circuitry com-
mon to both input and output sections. 

FREE-RUNNING MODE 
An input amplifier (Al, Figurel) integrates the difference 
between the input current (V1 J200kQ) and a switched 
± I 001.SA current source. This current source is implemented 
by a switchable 2001.OA source and a fixed lOoi.tA current 
sink. To understand the basic operation of the input section, 
assume that VIN  = 0. The integrator will ramp in one 
direction until the comparator threshold is exceeded. The 
comparator and sense amp will force the current source to 
switch; the resultant signal is a triangular waveform with a 
50% duty cycle. If V1  changes, the duty cycle of the 
integrator will change to keep the average DC value at the 
output of Al near zero volts. This action converts the input 
voltage to a duty-cycle modulated triangular waveform at 
the output of Al near zero volts. This action converts the 
input voltage to a duty-cycle modulated triangular wave-
form at the output of Al with a frequency determined by the 
internal 1 50pF capacitor. The comparator generates a fast 
rise time square wave that is simultaneously fed back to keep 
Al in charge balance and also across the barrier to a 
differential sense amplifier with high common-mode rejec-
tion characteristics. The sense amplifier drives a switched 
current source surrounding A2. The output stage balances 
the duty-cycle modulated current against the feedback cur-
rent through the 200kQ feedback resistor, resulting in an 
average value at the Sense pin equal to ViN.  The sample and 
hold amplifiers in the output feedback loop serve to remove 
undesired ripple voltages inherent in the demodulation process. 
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SYNCHRONIZED MODE 
A unique feature of the ISOl20 and ISO12l is the ability to 
synchronize the modulator to an external signal source. This 
capability is useful in eliminating trouble-some beat fre-
quencies in multi-channel systems and in rejecting AC 
signals and their harmonics. To use this feature, external 
capacitors are connected at C1  and C, (Figure 1) to change 
the free-running carrier frequency. An external signal is 
applied to the Ext Osc pin. This signal forces the current 
source to switch at the frequency of the external signal. If 
VIN  is zero, and the external source has a 50% duty cycle, 
operation proceeds as described above, except that the switch-
ing frequency is that of the external source. If the external 
signal has a duty cycle other than 50%, its average value is 
not zero. At start-up, the current source does not switch until 
the integrator establishes an output equal to the average DC 
value of the external signal. At this point, the external signal 
is able to trigger the current source, producing a triangular 
waveform, symmetrical about the new DC value, at the 
output of Al. For VIN  = 0, this waveform has a 50% duty 
cycle. As VIN  varies, the waveform retains its DC offset, but 
varies in duty cycle to maintain charge balance around Al. 
Operation of the demodulator is the same as outlined above. 

Synchronizing to a Sine 
or Triangle Wave External Clock 
The ideal external clock signal for the ISOl20/121 is a±4V 
sine wave or ±4V, 50% duty-cycle triangle wave. The ext osc 
pin of the ISOl20/121 can be driven directly with a ±3V to 
±5V sine or 25% to 75% duty-cycle triangle wave and the ISO 
amps internal modulator/demodulator circuitry will synchro-
nize to the signal. 
Synchronizing to signals below 400kHz requires the addition 
of two external capacitors to the ISO120/121. Connect one 
capacitor in parallel with the internal modulator capacitor and 
connect the other capacitor in parallel with the internal de-
modulator capacitor as shown in Figure 1. 



C11 > C2>1> 

T 1  H-1  
ClH ,iC1  Isolation Barrier 

i C2L 

1 pF: 
200pA J200,vA 

Sen<se :~>Sense s 

 

250PF 1PF 
00 

 

15OpF 200k0 
VIN( HF- Sense 

lOOpA voul 
 

Signal 
Corn 1 > Signal 

Ext Corn 2 
Osc 

V16kQ  50pF 

up p 
+V51 Gnd 1 —V51  

pup 
+V 2  Gnd 2 —vs2  

NOTE: (1) Optional. See text. 

FIGURE 1. Block Diagram. 

The value of the external modulator capacitor, C1 , depends on 
the frequency of the external clock signal. Table I lists 
recommended values. 

C,, C 1S0120/121 
EXTERNAL CLOCK MODULATOR, DEMODULATOR 

FREQUENCY RANGE EXTERNAL CAPACITOR 
400kHz to 700kHz none 
200kHz to 400kHz 500pF 
100kHz to 200kHz 1000pF 
50kHz to 100kHz 2200pF 
20kHz to 50kHz 4700pF 
10kHz to 20kHz 0.01F 
5kHz to 10kHz 0.022iF 

TABLE I. Recommended IS0120I121 External Modulator! 
Demodulator Capacitor Values vs External Clock 
Frequency. 

The value of the external demodulator capacitor, C,, depends 
on the value of the external modulator capacitor. To assure 
stability, C, must be greater than 0.8 • C1 . A larger value for 
C, will decrease bandwidth and improve stability: 

f 1.2 
-3dB 200kQ.(150pF+C2) 

Where: 

—3dB bandwidth of ISO amp with external C, (Hz) 
C, = External demodulator capacitor (I) 
For example, with C, = 0.01liF, the Sda  bandwidth of the 
ISO 120!121 is approximately 600Hz. 

Synchronizing to a 400kHz to 700kHz 
Square-Wave External Clock 
At frequencies above 400kHz, an internal clamp and filter 
provides signal conditioning so that a square-wave signal can 
be used to directly drive the ISO120/121. A square-wave 
external clock signal can be used to directly drive the ISO 120/ 
121 ext osc pin if: the signal is in the 400kHz to 700kHz 
frequency range with a 25% to 75% duty cycle, and ±3V to 
±20V level. Details of the internal clamp and filter circuitry 
are shown in Figure 1. 

Synchronizing to a 10% to 90% 
Duty-cycle External Clock 
With the addition of the signal conditioning circuit shown in 
Figure 2, any 10% to 90% duty-cycle square-wave signal can 
be used to drive the IS0120/121 ext osc pin. With the values 
shown, the circuit can be driven by a 4Vp-p 'fl'L signal. For 
a higher or lower voltage input, increase or decrease the 1 k2 
resistor, R,  proportionally. e.g. for a ±4V square wave 
(8Vp-p) Rx  should be increased to 2kQ. 
The value of Cx  used in the Figure 2 circuit depends on the 
frequency of the external clock signal. Table II shows recom-
mended capacitor values. 
Note: For external clock frequencies below 400kHz, external 
modulator/demodulator capacitors are required on the 
1S0l20/121 as before. 
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lOko 

1PR
P
::

O2 
 Sq Wave In 

TI Out 
to 150120/121 
Ext Ose 

FIGURE 2. Square Wave to Triangle Wave Signal Condi-
tioner for Driving ISO 120/121 Ext Osc Pin. 

EXTERNAL CLOCK 
FREQUENCY RANGE 

400kHz to 700kHz 30pF 
200kHz to 400kHz 180pF 
100kHz to 200kHz 680pF 
50kHz to 100kHz 1800pF 
20kHz to 50kHz 3300pF 
10kHz to 20kHz 0.01 pP 
5kHz to 10kHz 0.022iF 

TABLE II. Recommended Cx  Values vs Frequency for 
Figure 2 Circuit. 

BASIC OPERATION 
Signal and Power Connections 
Figure 3 shows proper power and signal connections. Each 
power supply pin should be bypassed with 1tF tantalum 
capacitor located as close to the amplifier as possible. All 
ground connections should be run independently to a com-
mon point if possible. Signal Common on both input and 
output sections provide a high-impedance point for sensing 
signal ground in noisy applications. Signal Common must 
have a path to ground for bias current return and should be 
maintained within ±1V of Gnd. The output sense pin may be  

connected directly to VOUT  or may be connected to a remote 
load to eliminate errors due to JR drops. Pins are provided 
for use of external integrator capacitors. The CIH  and  C,H  
pins are connected to the integrator summing junctions and 
are therefore particularly sensitive to external pickup. This 
sensitivity will most often appear as degraded IMR or PSR 
performance. AC or DC currents coupled into these pins 
results in VERROR = 'ERROR X 200k2 at the output. Guarding 
of these pins to their respective Signal Common, or CIL  and 
C,L  is strongly recommended. For similar reasons, long 
traces or physically large capacitors are not desirable. If 
wound-foil capacitors are used, the outside foil should be 
connected to CL  and C1L,  respectively. 

Optional Gain and Offset Adjustments 
Rated gain accuracy and offset performance can be achieved 
with no external adjustments, but the circuit of Figure 4a 
may be used to provide a gain trim of ±0.5% for values 
shown; greater range may be provided by increasing the size 
of R1  and R,. Every 2kQ increase in R1  will give an 
additional 1% adjustment range, with R, 2! 2R1 . If safety or 
convenience dictates location of the adjustment potenti-
ometer on the other side of the barrier from the position 
shown in Figure 4a, the positions of R1  and R, may be 
reversed. Gains greater than one may be obtained by using 
the circuit of Figure 4b. Note that the effect of input offset 
errors will be multiplied at the output in proportion to the 
increase in gain. Also, the small-signal bandwidth will be 
decreased in inverse proportion to the increase in gain. In 
most instances, a precision gain block at the input of the 
isolation amplifier will provide better overall performance. 

Figure 5 shows a method for trimming V0  of the ISO 120 
and lSO121. This circuit may be applied to either Signal 
Corn (input or output) as desired for safety or convenience. 
With the values shown, ±15V supplies and unity gain, the 
circuit will provide ±l50mV adjustment range and 0.25rnV 

HH 
Guard 

Isolation Barrier 
C2(1)  CIH 

CIL HH 
VIN 

nse 
VOUT 

Signal 
Corni d 

V5 Signal 

j 
Gndl +vs 

 

- 
- 

Corn 

Ext 2> 
_ 

pF+IPF 

NOTE: (1) Optional. See text. (2) Ground if not used. 

FIGURE 3. Power and Signal Connections. 
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resolution with a typical trim potentiometer. The output will 
have some sensitivity to power supply variations. For a 
±l00mV trim, power supply sensitivity is 8mV/V at the 
output. 

A1 A2  

VIN 11(0 2k0 

VOUT 

FIGURE 4a. Gain Adjust. 

VIN R11(R2 

Sense VOUT 

A2  

(Ri Gain =1+ 

FIGURE 4b. Gain Setting. 

or +V2 
f 1 MO Signal Corn 1 

lOOkO . or 

—V51 or--Vs2 
Signal Corn 2 

FIGURE 5. V0  Adjust. 

CARRIER FREQUENCY CONSIDERATIONS 
As previously discussed, the ISO 120 and ISO 121 amplifiers 
transmit the signal across the iso-barrier by a duty-cycle 
modulation technique. This system works like any linear 
amplifier for input signals having frequencies below one 
half the carrier frequency, fc. For signal frequencies above 
f/2, the behavior becomes more complex. The Signal Re-
sponse vs Carrier Frequency performance curve describes 
this behavior graphically. The upper curve illustrates the 
response for input signals varying from DC to f/2.  At input 
frequencies at or above f/2,  the device generates an output 
signal component that varies in both amplitude and fre-
quency, as shown by the lower curve. The lower horizontal 
scale shows the periodic variation in the frequency of the 
output component. Note that at the carrier frequency and its 
harmonics, both the frequency and amplitude of the re-
sponse go the zero. These characteristics can be exploited in 
certain applications. It should be noted that when C1  is zero, 
the carrier frequency is nominally 500kHz and the —3dB 
point of the amplifier is 60k14z. Spurious signals at the  

output are not significant under these circumstances unless 
the input signal contains significant components above 
250kHz. 

There are two ways to use these characteristics. One is to 
move the carrier frequency low enough that the troublesome 
signal components are attenuated to an acceptable level as 
shown in Signal Response vs Carrier Frequency. This in 
effect limits the bandwidth of the amplifier. The Synchroni-
zation Range performance curve shows the relationship 
between carrier frequency and the value of C1. To maintain 
stability, C, must also be connected and must be equal to or 
larger in value than C C, may be further increased in value 
for additional attenuation of the undesired signal compo-
nents and provides the additional benefit of reducing the 
residual carrier ripple at the output. See the Bandwidth vs C, 
performance curve. 

When periodic noise from external sources such as system 
clocks and DC/DC converters are a problem, IS0120 and 
IS0121 can be used to reject this noise. The amplifier can be 
synchronized to an external frequency source, TEXT'  placing 
the amplifier response curve at one of the frequency and 
amplitude nulls indicated in the Signal Response vs Carrier 
Frequency performance curve. For proper synchronization, 
choose C as shown in the Synchronization Range perfor-
mance curve. Remember that C, ~! C1  is a necessary condi-
tion for stability of the isolation amplifier. This curve shows 
the range of lock at the fundamental frequency for a 4V 
sinusoidal signal source. The applications section shows the 
IS0120 and IS0121 synchronized to isolation power sup-
plies, while Figure 6 shows circuitry with opto-isolation 
suitable for driving the Ext Osc input from TFL levels. 

Q+5V +15V 

2000 2.5k0 
C2  

: 2.5k01 Ext Oscon 

1S0120 (pin 22) 

U] 
_ 

Oko 
tINO 

3 I 

= '140E-6 6N136 C1  - 350pF 

C2  = lox C1 , with a rninirnurn 10nF 

FIGURE 6. Synchronization with Isolated Drive Circuit for 
Ext Osc Pin. 

ISOLATION MODE VOLTAGE 
Isolation mode voltage (IMV) is the voltage appearing be-
tween isolated grounds Gnd 1 and Gnd 2. IMV can induce 
error at the output as indicated by the plots of IMV vs 
Frequency. It should be noted that if the IMV frequency 
exceeds f!2,  the output will display spurious outputs in a 
manner similar to that described above, and the amplifier 
response will be identical to that shown in the Signal Re-
sponse vs Carrier Frequency performance curve. This occurs 
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because LMV-induced errors behave like input-referred error 
signals. To predict the total IMR, divide the isolation voltage 
by the IMR shown in IMR vs Frequency performance curve 
and compute the amplifier response to this input-referred 
error signal from the data given in the Signal Response vs 
Carrier Frequency performance curve. Due to effects of very 
high-frequency signals, typical IMV performance can be 
achieved only when dV/dT of the isolation mode voltage 
falls below 1000V/l.ts. For convenience, this is plotted in the 
typical performance curves for the ISO 120 and IS0121 as a 
function of voltage and frequency for sinusoidal voltages. 
When dV/dT exceeds 1000V/ts but falls below 20kV/lss, 
performance may be degraded. At rates of change above 
20kV/zs, the amplifier may be damaged, but the barrier 
retains its full integrity. Lowering the power supply voltages 
below ± I 5V may decrease the dV/dT to 500 V/ts for typical 
performance, but the maximum dV/dT of 20kV/us remains 
unchanged. 

Leakage current is determined solely by the impedance of 
the 2pF barrier capacitance and is plotted in the Isolation 
Leakage Current vs Frequency curve. 

ISOLATION VOLTAGE RATINGS 
Because a long-term test is impractical in a manufacturing 
situation, the generally accepted practice is to perform a 
production test at a higher voltage for some shorter time. The 
relationship between actual test voltage and the continuous 
derated maximum specification is an important one. Histori-
cally, Burr-Brown has chosen a deliberately conservative 
one: VTSsT = (2 X ACrms continuous rating) + 1000V for 10 
seconds, followed by a test at rated ACrms voltage for one 
minute. This choice was appropriate for conditions where 
system transients are not well defined. 

Recent improvements in high-voltage stress testing have 
produced a more meaningful test for determining maximum 
permissible voltage ratings, and Burr-Brown has chosen to 
apply this new technology in the manufacture and testing of 
the lS0120 and ISO121. 

Partial Discharge 
When an insulation defect such as a void occurs within an 
insulation system, the defect will display localized corona or 
ionization during exposure to high-voltage stress. This ion-
ization requires a higher applied voltage to start the dis-
charge and lower voltage to maintain it or extinguish it once 
started. The higher start voltage is known as the inception 
voltage, while the extinction voltage is that level of voltage 
stress at which the discharge ceases. Just as the total insula-
tion system has an inception voltage, so do the individual 
voids. A voltage will build up across a void until its incep-
tion voltage is reached, at which point the void will ionize,  

effectively shorting itself out. This action redistributes elec-
trical charge within the dielectric and is known as partial 
discharge. If, as is the case with AC, the applied voltage 
gradient across the device continues to rise, another partial 
discharge cycle begins. The importance of this phenomenon 
is that, if the discharge does not occur, the insulation system 
retains its integrity. If the discharge begins, and is allowed 
to continue, the action of the ions and electrons within the 
defect will eventually degrade any organic insulation system 
in which they occur. The measurement of partial discharge 
is still useful in rating the devices and providing quality 
control of the manufacturing process. Since the ISOl20 and 
tS0121 do not use organic insulation, partial discharge is 
non-destructive. 

The inception voltage for these voids tends to be constant, so 
that the measurement of total clwrge being redistributed 
within the dielectric is a very good indicator of the size of 
the voids and their likelihood of becoming an incipient 
failure. The bulk inception voltage, on the other hand, varies 
with the insulation system, and the number of ionization 
defects and directly establishes the absolute maximum volt-
age (transient) that can be applied across the test device 
before destructive partial discharge can begin. Measuring 
the bulk extinction voltage provides a lower, more conserva-
tive voltage from which to derive a safe continuous rating. 
In production, measuring at a level somewhat below the 
expected inception voltage and then derating by a factor 
related to expectations about system transients is an 
accepted practice. 

Partial Discharge Testing 
Not only does this test method provide far more qualitative 
information about stress-withstand levels than did previous 
stress tests, but it provides quantitative measurements from 
which quality assurance and control measures can be based. 
Tests similar to this test have been used by some manufac-
turers, such as those of high-voltage power distribution 
equipment, for some time, but they employed a simple 
measurement of RF noise to detect ionization. This method 
was not quantitative with regard to energy of the discharge, 
and was not sensitive enough for small components such as 
isolation amplifiers. Now, however, manufacturers of HV 
test equipment have developed means to quantify partial 
discharge. VDE, the national standards group in Germany 
and an acknowledged leader in high-voltage test standards, 
has developed a standard test method to apply this powerful 
technique. Use of partial discharge testing is an improved 
method for measuring the integrity of an isolation barrier. 
To acconn-nodate poorly-defined transients, the part under 
test is exposed to voltage that is 1.6 times the continuous-
rated voltage and must display !~5pC partial discharge level 
in a 100% production test. 
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APPLICATIONS 
The IS0120 and IS0121 isolation amplifiers are used in 
three categories of applications: 

1. Accurate isolation of signals from high voltage ground 
potentials, 

Accurate isolation of signals from severe ground noise 
and, 
Fault protection from high voltages in analog measure-
ments. 

Figures 7 through 12 show a variety of Application Circuits 

APPLICATION CIRCUITS 

20pH 
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1 0/,F= I 4 PWS740-2 1 
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- 
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- --- To other 20k0  
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FIGURE 7. Eight-channel Isolated 0-20mA Loop Driver. 
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FIGURE 8. Isolated Powerline Monitor. 
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FIGURE 9. Right-Leg Driven ECG Amplifier (with defibrillator protection and calibration). 
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FIGURE 12. Synchronized-Multichannel Isolation System. 
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TEXAS PACKAGE OPTION ADDENDUM 
INSTRUMENTS 

www.ti.com 9-Dec-2004 

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Orderable Device Status (1)  Package 
Type 

Package 
Drawing 

Pins Package 
Oty 

Eco Plan (2)  Lead/BaIl Finish MSL Peak Temp 

IS0120BG NRND CDIP SB JVA 16 16 None Call TI Level-NA-NA-NA 
IS0120G NRND CDIP SB JVA 16 16 None Call TI Level-NA-NA-NA 

ISO120G-BI ACTIVE CDIP SB JVA 16 16 None Call TI Level-NA-NA-NA 
IS0120SG NRND CDIP SB JVA 16 16 None Call TI Level-NA-NA-NA 

IS012OSGQ OBSOLETE CDIP SB JVA 16 None Call TI Call TI 
IS0121BG NRND CDIP SB JVD 16 9 None Call TI Level-NA-NA-NA 
IS0121G NRND CDIP SB JVD 16 9 None Call TI Level-NA-NA-NA 

The marketing status values are defined as follows: 
ACTIVE: Product device recommended for new designs. 
LIFEBUY: TI has announced that the device will be discontinued, and a lifetime-buy period is in effect. 
NRND: Not recommended for new designs. Device is in production to support existing customers, but TI does not recommend using this part in 
a new design. 
PREVIEW: Device has been announced but is not in production. Samples may or may not be available. 
OBSOLETE: TI has discontinued the production of the device. 

Eco Plan - May not be currently available - please check http://www.ti.com/productcontent  for the latest availability information and additional 
product content details. 
None: Not yet available Lead (Pb-Free). 
Pb-Free (RoHS): TI's terms "Lead-Free" or "Pb-Free" mean semiconductor products that are compatible with the current RoHS requirements 
for all 6 substances, including the requirement that lead not exceed 0.1% by weight in homogeneous materials. Where designed to be soldered 
at high temperatures, TI Pb-Free products are suitable for use in specified lead-free processes. 
Green (RoHS & no Sb/Br): TI defines "Green" to mean "Pb-Free" and in addition, uses package materials that do not contain halogens, 
including bromine (Br) or antimony (Sb) above 0.1% of total product weight. 

MSL, Peak Temp. -- The Moisture Sensitivity Level rating according to the JEDECindustry standard classifications, and peak solder 
temperature. 

Important Information and Disclaimer:The information provided on this page represents TI's knowledge and belief as of the date that it is 
provided. TI bases its knowledge and belief on information provided by third parties, and makes no representation or warranty as to the 
accuracy of such information. Efforts are underway to better integrate information from third parties. TI has taken and continues to take 
reasonable steps to provide representative and accurate information but may not have conducted destructive testing or chemical analysis on 
incoming materials and chemicals. TI and TI suppliers consider certain information to be proprietary, and thus CAS numbers and other limited 
information may not be available for release. 

In no event shall TI's liability arising out of such information exceed the total purchase price of the TI part(s) at issue in this document sold by TI 
to Customer on an annual basis. 
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IMPORTANT NOTICE 

Texas Instruments Incorporated and its subsidiaries (TI) reserve the right to make corrections, modifications, 
enhancements, improvements, and other changes to its products and services at any time and to discontinue 
any product or service without notice. Customers should obtain the latest relevant information before placing 
orders and should verify that such information is current and complete. All products are sold subject to Ti's terms 
and conditions of sale supplied at the time of order acknowledgment. 

TI warrants performance of its hardware products to the specifications applicable at the time of sale in 
accordance with TI's standard warranty. Testing and other quality control techniques are used to the extent TI 
deems necessary to support this warranty. Except where mandated by government requirements, testing of all 
parameters of each product is not necessarily performed. 

TI assumes no liability for applications assistance or customer product design. Customers are responsible for 
their products and applications using TI components. To minimize the risks associated with customer products 
and applications, customers should provide adequate design and operating safeguards. 

TI does not warrant or represent that any license, either express or implied, is granted under any TI patent right, 
copyright, mask work right, or other TI intellectual property right relating to any combination, machine, or process 
in which TI products or services are used. Information published by TI regarding third-party products or services 
does not constitute a license from TI to use such products or services or a warranty or endorsement thereof. 
Use of such information may require a license from a third party under the patents or other intellectual property 
of the third party, or a license from TI under the patents or other intellectual property of TI. 

Reproduction of information in TI data books or data sheets is permissible only if reproduction is without 
alteration and is accompanied by all associated warranties, conditions, limitations, and notices. Reproduction 
of this information with alteration is an unfair and deceptive business practice. TI is not responsible or liable for 
such altered documentation. 

Resale of TI products or services with statements different from or beyond the parameters stated by TI for that 
product or service voids all express and any implied warranties for the associated TI product or service and 
is an unfair and deceptive business practice. TI is not responsible or liable for any such statements. 

Following are URLs where you can obtain information on other Texas Instruments products and application 
solutions: 

Products Applications 
Amplifiers amplifier.ti.com  Audio www.ti.com/audio  
Data Converters dataconverter.ti.com  Automotive www.ti.com/automotive  

DSP dsp.ti.com  Broadband www.ti.com/broadband  

Interface interface.ti.com  Digital Control www.ti.com/digitalcontrol  

Logic logic.ti.com  Military www.ti.com/military  

Power Mgmt power.ti.com  Optical Networking www.ti.com/opticalnetwork  

Microcontrollers microcontroller.ti.com  Security www.ti.com/security  

Telephony www.ti.com/telephony  

Video & Imaging www.ti.com/video  

Wireless www.ti.com/wireless  
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